
 

  

U.S. Department of Justice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

  Washington, D.C. 20535  

 
November 16, 2023 

 
MR. JOHN R GREENEWALD 
SUITE 1203 
27305 WEST LIVE OAK ROAD 
CASTAIC, CA 91384 
 

FOIPA Request No.: 1578303-001 
Subject: COLBY, WILLIAM EGAN 
 

Dear Mr. Greenewald: 
 
The FBI has completed its search for records subject to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) that 

are responsive to your request.  The enclosed 127 pages of records were determined to be responsive to 
your subject and were previously processed and released.   Please see the selected paragraphs below for 
relevant information specific to your request as well as the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for standard 
responses applicable to all requests.  

 

 In an effort to provide you with responsive records as expeditiously as possible, we are 
releasing documents from previous requests regarding your subject. We consider your 
request fulfilled.  Since we relied on previous results, additional records potentially 
responsive to your subject may exist. If this release of previously processed material does 
not satisfy your request, you may request an additional search for records.  Submit your 
request by mail to Initial Processing Operations Unit; Record/Information 
Dissemination Section; Information Management Division; Federal Bureau of 
Investigation; 200 Constitution Drive; Winchester, VA 22602. You may also email 
your response to foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  Please include the FOIPA Request Number 

listed above in your correspondence.   
 

 Please be advised that additional records responsive to your subject exist. If this release 
of previously processed material does not satisfy your request, you must advise us that 
you want the additional records processed.  Please submit your response within thirty (30) 
days to Initial Processing Operations Unit; Record/Information Dissemination 
Section; Information Management Division; Federal Bureau of Investigation; 200 
Constitution Drive; Winchester, VA 22602. You may also email your response to 
foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  Please include the FOIPA Request Number listed above in your 
correspondence.  If we do not receive your decision within thirty (30) days of the date 
of this notification, your request will be closed. 

 

 One or more of the enclosed records were transferred to the National Archives and 
Records Administration (NARA).  Although we retained a version of the records previously 
processed pursuant to the FOIA, the original records are no longer in our possession.   

 
If this release of the previously processed material does not satisfy your request, you may 
file a FOIPA request with NARA at the following address: 

 
National Archives and Records Administration  
Special Access and FOIA 
8601 Adelphi Road, Room 5500 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 
 

 Records potentially responsive to your request were transferred to the National Archives 
and Records Administration (NARA), and they were not previously processed pursuant to 
the FOIA.  You may file a request with NARA using the address above. 
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 One or more of the enclosed records were destroyed.  Although we retained a version of 
the records previously processed pursuant to the FOIA, the original records are no longer 
in our possession.  Record retention and disposal is carried out under supervision of the 
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) , Title 44, United States Code, 
Section 3301 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1228; Title 
44, United States Code, Section 3310 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 1229.10.   

 

 Records potentially responsive to your request were destroyed.  Since this material could 
not be reviewed, it is not known if it was responsive to your request.  Record retention and 
disposal is carried out under supervision of the National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA)  according to Title 44 United States Code Section 3301, Title 36 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Chapter 12 Sub-chapter B Part 1228, and 36 CFR 
1229.10.   

 

 Documents or information referred to other Government agencies were not included in this 
release.   

 
Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to 

your request.  “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  “Part 2” 

includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records about yourself or any third party 
individuals.  “Part 3” includes general information about FBI records that you may find useful.  Also 

enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions. 
 

  Additional information about the FOIPA can be found at www.fbi.gov/foia.  Should you have 
questions regarding your request, please feel free to contact foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  Please reference the 
FOIPA Request number listed above in all correspondence concerning your request. 
 

Please be advised that if you are seeking a new search for records, you may wish to narrow the 
scope of your request based on material that you have already received, e.g., timeframe or locality.  
Additionally, be advised that “unusual circumstances” may apply. See 5 U.S.C. § 552 (a)(6)(B)(iii). These 
“unusual circumstances” will delay our ability to make a determination on your request within 20 days. See 5 
U.S.C. § 552 (a)(6)(B). Additionally, the payment of pertinent fees may apply to your request. See 5 U.S.C. § 
552 (a)(4)(A)(viii). The application of “unusual circumstances” is not a determination of how the FBI will 
respond to your substantive request. 
 

If you are not satisfied with the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s determination in response to this 
request, you may administratively appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United 
States Department of Justice, 441 G Street, NW, 6th Floor, Washington, D.C. 20530, or you may submit an 
appeal through OIP's FOIA STAR portal by creating an account following the instructions on OIP’s website: 
https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal.  Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days of the date of this response to your request.  If you submit 
your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal."  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 

 
You may seek dispute resolution services by emailing the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison at 

foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  The subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.”  Please 
also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified.  You may also 
contact the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS).  The contact information for OGIS is as 
follows: Office of Government Information Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 
Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-
5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769.   
 

Sincerely, 
           

      
 
Michael G. Seidel 
Section Chief 

      Record/Information Dissemination Section 
Information Management Division 

Enclosures
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FBI FOIPA Addendum 

As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA Addendum 
provides information applicable to your request.  Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  
Part 2 includes standard responses that apply to requests for records about individuals to the extent your request seeks the listed 
information.  Part 3 includes general information about FBI records, searches, and programs.   

Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests: 
 

(i) 5 U.S.C. § 552(c).  Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the 

requirements of the FOIPA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c)].  FBI responses are limited to those records subject to the requirements of the 
FOIPA.  Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the www.fbi.gov/foia website. 
 

(ii) Intelligence Records.  To the extent your request seeks records of intelligence sources, methods, or activities, the FBI can 

neither confirm nor deny the existence of records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and as applicable to requests for 
records about individuals, PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2)].  The mere acknowledgment of the 
existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption (b)(1) and/or would reveal 
intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC § 3024(i)(1)].  This is a standard response 
and should not be read to indicate that any such records do or do not exist. 

 
Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals:   
 

(i) Requests for Records about any Individual—Watch Lists.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of any 

individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a 
(b)(7)(E), (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or do not exist. 
 

(ii) Requests for Records about any Individual—Witness Security Program Records.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny 

the existence of records which could identify any participant in the Witness Security Program pursuant to FOIA exemption 
(b)(3) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(3), 18 U.S.C. 3521, and (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and 
should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.  

 
(iii) Requests for Confidential Informant Records. The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of confidential 

informant records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E), and (b)(7)(F) [5 U.S.C.§ § 552 (b)(7)(D), (b)(7)(E), and 
(b)(7)(F)] and Privacy Act exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C.§ 552a (j)(2)]. The mere acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of 
such records would reveal confidential informant identities and information, expose law enforcement techniques, and endanger 
the life or physical safety of individuals. This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do 
not exist. 
 

Part 3: General Information:    

 
(i) Record Searches and Standard Search Policy.  The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for 

reasonably described records by searching systems, such as the Central Records System (CRS), or locations where responsive 
records would reasonably be found. The CRS is an extensive system of records consisting of applicant, investigative, 
intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled by the FBI per its law enforcement, intelligence, and 
administrative functions.  The CRS spans the entire FBI organization, comprising records of FBI Headquarters, FBI Field Offices, 
and FBI Legal Attaché Offices (Legats) worldwide; Electronic Surveillance (ELSUR) records are included in the CRS. The 
standard search policy is a search for main entity records in the CRS. Unless specifically requested, a standard search does not 
include a search for reference entity records, administrative records of previous FOIPA requests, or civil litigation files.    

a. Main Entity Records – created for individuals or non-individuals who are the subjects or the focus of 
an investigation   

b. Reference Entity Records- created for individuals or non-individuals who are associated with a case 

but are not known subjects or the focus of an investigation 
 

(ii) FBI Records.  Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission.  As part of this dual 

mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on every 
person, subject, or entity. 
 

(iii) Foreseeable Harm Standard.  As amended in 2016, the Freedom of Information Act provides that a federal agency may 

withhold responsive records only if: (1) the agency reasonably foresees that disclosure would harm an interest protected by one 
of the nine exemptions that FOIA enumerates, or (2) disclosure is prohibited by law (5 United States Code, Section 
552(a)(8)(A)(i)).  The FBI considers this foreseeable harm standard in the processing of its requests.   
 

(iv) Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets.  The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division provides 

Identity History Summary Checks – often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheet.  These criminal history records 
are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.”  An Identity History Summary Check is a listing of information taken 
from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, federal employment, naturalization, or 
military service.  For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History Summary Check.  Forms and directions can 
be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks.  Additionally, requests can be submitted 
electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov.  For additional information, please contact CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.   

http://www.fbi.gov/foia
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks
http://www.edo.cjis.gov/


 

EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 

 

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 

 

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the 

matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding 

or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 

 

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 

 

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

 

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records 

or information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a 

fair trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, ( D ) 

could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any 

private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 

enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 

investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 

investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 

reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 

individual; 

 

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 

 

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 

 

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 

 

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 

 

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign 

policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 

 

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or 

privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity 

would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant 

to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 

 

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 

 

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 

information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service 

the release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 

 

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 

 

FBI/DOJ 



The Black Vault
The Black Vault is the largest online Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
document clearinghouse in the world.  The research efforts here are
responsible for the declassification of hundreds of thousands of pages

released by the U.S. Government & Military.

Discover the Truth at: http://www.theblackvault.com

This document is made available through the declassification efforts 
and research of John Greenewald, Jr., creator of: 

http://www.theblackvault.com
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''^2* OPTIONAL FORMING. 5010-106

r

MAY 1962 EDITION ,
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITE&SSTATES RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM R. D. COTTER

MR. BASSETT. Nove mb 1974
-

SUBJECT:

■ ^Wmr^cOKTAlNK) 

. UNCLASSIFIED. 4
-- WHERE SHOWS

REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO FBI RECORDS 0»WISg , '
^CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA) E

Assoc. Dir. * 
Dept AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv.p_

Asst. Dir.: g
Admin. * *
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv. ______ 
(dent. ____  
Inspection

! Intell. _______
Laboratory___ 
Plan. & Eval. _ 
Spec. Inv.___  

i"9_ 
Zoun. ____  

Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y__

Remvmemo 10/22/74 recommending that we allow review of certain
FBI records by| | who is conducting study of events (1940-1947) which led to b3 
establishment of CIA. Intelligence Division recommended that any material first 
be reviewed by Intelligence bivision and Legal Counsel. Director instructed he 
should see any material critical of other agencies or Major General Donovan.

Enclosures

----------------------------------------------------
3. Letter to Department from State Department (apparently forwarded 

to FBI) 8/2/41 enclosing^

L SEE ADDENDUM OF INTEL
: H LIGENCE DIVISION, PAGE 3 
'Sl^ ADDENDUM OF LEGAL 
a^pUNSEL DIVISION PAGE 4

4. 8/15/41 letter from FBIHQtyWariouSFBIoffice^l

1 - Messrs. Adams, Mintz, Wannall 
1 - Bufile 65-15635| |

Ln



The Intelligence Division and the Division of Legal Counsel are 
requested to review the attached serials and comment as to the advisability of 
making them available for| review and possible use.

If no objections are made, the writer will arrange to allow 
to this material. x A v

access

- 2 -



ADDENDUM OF INTELLIGENCE DIVISIONS lHWP:pld 11/5/74

bl

i'



ADDENDUM OF LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION; THBilaw 11-11-74
bl

With regard to making available certain FBI records b3 
for review by [Legal Counsel Division concurs
in the addendum recommendations made by the Intelligence 
Division with regard to items 1, 2, 3 and 4. I

F
L^No other 

objections are being made.

pnowever, since access in tms instance 
will be controlled, and will not involve reproduction of copies 
of the documents, no objection to making them available is 
being interposed. No objections to items 5 and 8.

- 4 -



TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FORaTNQ. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION*
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-100

UNITED'STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum 0

: R. D. COTTER

: MR. BASSETT DATE

Dep.
Asst, i

Admin. _______  
Comp. Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv. _____  
Ident. _ ifi 
I n s pe c 
InteU.

ri ASS’FED BY ----
.....  ■ 30M

ECLASSIFiCATION IWDEFINI^
'Eval. _

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO FBI RECORDS J
^CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY >9’

b3

This memorandum recommends that on a care 
we allow a review of certain historical FBI records by a

o
V? 
o 
oCentral Intelligence Agency (CIA) research specialist, who is conducting a 

detailed study of events during period (1940 - 1947) which led to establishment 
of CIA. *

During December, 1973, we offered no objection to the release to 
of various 1940 - 1942 documents regarding these matters which had been
prepared by Director J. Edgar Hoover and other FBI officials and which 
had located in the Ar chive s.yrm the Spring of 1974, the results of
to date was published by CIA as a special supplement to its.^ej?4jH^^L^ in 
Intelligence, ” which wasTIassified "Secret" (copy attached)

personalM|ohtacted me, as the Bureau's D

research

ent Classifi-

(cation Officer, on 10/3/74 anaexpressed the hope that he could be granted access 
to additional FBI records during the 1940 - 1947 period to assist him in his con
tinuing studies. At my suggestion, he has ipcorporated his request in the attachec 
letter which was forwarded by letterof 10/10/74 from |

6 0IC 26 1974
In his note has cited the following areas of particular i

Enclosure 7BEHIND FILE
1 - Messrs.' Adams, Bassett, Wannall (Att:[

RD£:bhg (6) ^7

intz (Att:

b7C
_ OVER

• 6 
iji'HKRWISK ‘ v.,



(letter points out that access to Bureau records in these 
areas is for official and classified use and that no publication of our material 
would be made without the FBI’s prior concurrence. In my discussion with 
______ he also gave his assurance that, if he is allowed access to any of our 
records, he will not publish anything, either as a CIA document or otherwise,
without our specific approval.

OBSERVATIONS

This request appears to be a valid one aimed at a legitimate historical 
purpose. In view of the lapse of time involved, it is most unlikely that disclosure 
of any of the material involved would jeopardize any current Bureau sources or 
operations or would otherwise warrant classification under terms of the existing 
guidelines as set forth in Executive Order 11652. Our main concern would be to 
not release any material which would represent an invasion of the privacy of the 
(various individuals involved. It is unlikely that much material of this type would 
be involved, however, since the files would consist almost entirely of copies of 
official correspondence (memoranda or letters between the Bureau and other 
agencies).

| Under the circumstances, it is felt that we should accede to this request
I with the following caveats to be agreed to in advance by

_____ I will check logical Bureau files concerning the topics of interest to 
|(eliminating any material which might still be sensitive or which other^igs.

appears undesirable to grant access to). Thereafter, I will arrange to have|
review this material in our space and under my personal supervision. I will 
further obtain] | agreement to obtain our specific clearance to quote or copy 
material from any particular item as well as to submit for our prior approval any 
material he plans to publish based on FBI material. Following review,

CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. Bassett
Re: Request for Access to FBI Records 

I CIA

a separate memorandum will be submitted detailing any material which 
would be interested in using.

ACTION

If you approve, arrangements will be made with 
the above -outlined conditions.

to proceed under

ADDENDUM BY INTELLIGENCE DIV.: WRW:lml 10/23/74

after the Bureau’s Document Cla
ccordingly, it is recommended that 
cation Officer has compiled

material which he feels may be of such nature that it can be offered
to for his review, such material be reviewed both by the bl

Intelligence Division and the Division of Legal Counsel prior to its 
being exhibited to|

- 3 -
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7^

Date of Mail 12/20/74____________

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Section.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject JUNE MAIL C.IM,

Removed By

File Number

7 9 JAN b 1975

62-80750-

Permanent Serial Charge Out
DOJ/FBI



74

bl
b3

I want to thank you for your note of
Christmas Greetings My associates and I are most 
appreciative of your host wishes at this special 
tine.

I am pleased that your relationship with, 
ths Bureau has been a pleasant one and I very aiuch 
appreciate year comment concerning special Agents

I I .know they will share my 
gratitude for your thoughtful remarks,

’.7ith best wishes to you and your staff
for a Happy Holiday Season,

b7C

mailed 20

DEC 191974

Sincerely,

DECLASSIFY ON; 2SX3.3( C )

annall - Enclosure

& M. Kelley

LTx^Zawt-.jac (7)

GbO 954-546



Clarence M. Kelley, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
Ninth and Pennsylvania Avenues, N. W.
Room 4647
Washington, D. C. 20535

2 DIRECTOR





Memorandum to Mr. Callahan 
Re: Request for Access to FBI Records

CIA

bl 
b3

With reference to the matter involving Assistant Secretary of State Berle, 
the file does contain a memorandum 3/12/42 dictated by E. A. Tamm (serial 180) 
which summarizes a conversation he had with Mr. Berle. The latter discussed

It is felt that all of the material in these three sections is of possible value
and there is no apparent reason why we should withhold it, with the exception

of several serials (serials 65, 89, 106, 165, and 210) which set out data obtained 
in confidence from sensitive sources of a critical nature regarding COI operations 
or personnel.

b3
ACTION

Intelligence Division and Legal Counsel are requested to review the attached 
three file sections of 62 -6442 7 and comment as to whether they concur in making
them available for review. (Serials 65, 89, 106, 165, and 210 will be first
removed.)

CONTINUED - OVER



ADDENDUM OF INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 11/6/74

The Intelligence Division has no objection to the 
release for review by ______________________of the Central In
telligence Agency (CIA) of information contained in Sections 
1 through 3, Bureau File 62-64427, with the exception of 
Serials 65, 89, 106, 163, 165, and 210. Serial 163 has been 
included among those serials previously considered for ex
clusion from review, as noted above, since it discloses, in b3

an attachment. background investigation not related to 'the
nature of inquiry.

- 3 -



ADDENDUM OF LEGAL COUNSEL DIVISION THB:law 11-15-74

Legal Counsel Division has reviewed sections 1-3 
of Bureau file 62-64427 with regard to| 
request for access to information contained therein.

serial__206 diwnl b3

__  | and is, therefore, objectionable due 
to possible privacy considerations. These 3 sections contain 
several serials identifying! _ _ , ,_
name only, which might raise privacy and other issues if 
reproduced and disseminated by us; however, due to the con
trolled conditions of access set forth in referenced 10-22-74 
memorandum, no objection is being interposed.

Serial 5 is an October, 1941, memorandum which makes 
reference to Nelson Rockefeller’s organization's distribution 
of pro-American propaganda in Central and South America. 
Although the activity may be public knowledge, and not objec
tionable from a purely legal standpoint, it is questionable 
that we should make this document available for perusal at 
this time. Rockefeller’s organization is also mentioned in 
serial 110, but identified in this instance only as an organi
zation serviced by the Bureau along with the State Department 
and military intelligence agencies.

Legal Counsel Division concurs with addendum of the 
Intelligence Division and interposes no additional objections.

- 4 -



1 -■ Mr. Adams
1 - Mr. McDermott
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Branigan
1 - Mr. Cregar

"bl 
b3

n«nf»mhoy 1R. 1974

1
PERSONAL

.BY LIAISON

I have learned of your plane to retire after 
many years of distinguished service to the Central 
Intelligence Agency and to the intelligence community. 
Oa behalf of your friends at the FBI I want toexpress 
my appreciation for the very significant contributions 
you have made to the excellent relationship which exists 
between the Bureau and the Central Intelligence Agency. 
During your long career you have been a part of a 
community team of professionals dedicated to the preSeR- 
orvation of our country and the ideals for which it 
stands. You can take satisfaction in having earned 
the respect of your associates for a Job .wall done.

It is my personal hope and that of your friends 
in the Bureau that you enjoy many yearsof good health 
and happiness in your retirement.

Ci/SSIFIED 
^CLASSIFY ON: )

Clarence M. Salley*^ 
Director

sp. AD Adm._  
ep. AD Inv. __  
4. Dir.:
Irhin. ________

•f. Affairs___

n. Inv. ______
<nt. _________

>11._______ _
•oratory ____  

n. & Eval. _

ining

LFS.’tdp 
(11) 
NOTE:

captioned
Intelligence Agency (CIAJ, Retirement 
by LFS:tdp.

!9?5

See memorandum Boynton to Wannall dated 12/9/74, 
Liaison Offic

TELETYPE UNIT



TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
. MR. BASSETT _ 

DATE;

subject: REQUEST FQ

: R. D. COTTER w ON:2SX33( C)

b3

bl
b3

b3

Admin. ________
Comp. Syst. ___

flairs ___
Files & Com. __

CLASSIFIED BYlsg

. ..date: December 17, 1974

Intel
aborotory___  

Plan. & Eval. _  
Spec. Inv. *

Gen. Inv. ______
dent.

ACCESS TO FBI RECORDS 
Central intelligence agency (cia) .

------ AU INFORMATION COimiN^ 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSnUD EXCS-

Re your memorandum 11/5/74 which was ajgpiMwed'Wcormn^ that 
we allow| (who is compiling detailed history of CIA and its antecedents)
to review three sections of our file on 

1 —I——

privileged information were withheld.
(SP On 12/2/74,[

Seven serials containing

reviewed this material under my supervision.
Based on this review he has asked for our permission to use 15 particular
documents) ........................ ........................... ...................

| The 15 items in question (attached) relate toll
, ____________________________________________________J) Wey

contain nothing which would jeopardize current operations or sources, which

3
3

3
would damage national security, or which would constitute an invasion of privacy^ 
The Freedom of Information Act Unit of the Legal Counsel Division has reviewed 
these 15 documents and has expressed opinion that nine of them (serials 19, 29, 
96, 110, 133, 143, 161, 180 and 192) represent inter and intra-agency memoranda 
and could be construed to be exempt under Section (b) (5) of the Freedom of 
Information Act.

Even if it is conceded ^V<|^ver,^thaH nine documents could be

technically regarded as intra-agency material and could be withheld, it is not 
believed we should pursue this course under the existing circumstances, 
is not proceeding through FOIA channels and it is believed our posture should 
be one of cooperating with him in supplying this old historical material to the 
extent that it will not damage national security or FBI interests. The material 
in question, including the nine serials cited by Legal Counsel, will in no way

(adversely affect either the national security or the Bureau and it is believed we 
(should make them available to I 1 Bureau administrative markings will be
excised prior to their release

ACTION
That copies of the attached items (serials X6

96, 99, 110, 133, 143. 161. 180 and 192) be furnished to
i. 19, 24, 29. 68, 76X, 76,

Mintz, Wannall
RDC:bhg (5) ? ~



TO

FROM

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Assoc. Dir. X___
De D Adm. 

cp. AD Inv.

: Mr. Jenkins DATE: 12-9-74

. J. J. McD&

Admin. - - - 
Comp. Syst. — 
Ext. Affairs 
Files & Com,./__ 
Gen. |nv. . 
Ident. ... - - - 
Inspection ___

a ■ V?
subject . CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF THE 

nation’^Intelligence agencies

Laboratory____

f Lega^Coi^j.gS-— 
• Telephone Rm;__

' The Subcommittee on IntergovernmlnTtStTt'elSttb^  ̂
Committee on Government Operations, opened hearings today, 12-9-74, on 
legislative proposals to strengthen Congressional Oversight of the Nation’s

Director Se< y-----

Intelligence Agencies. Subcommittee Chairman Edmund S. Muskie (D-Maine) 
and Senator William E. Brock/^fe^R§'Only members present.

• Testimony was given. b.yjtenator Howard H.^Bakerj^Jr.^R-Tenn,),
Senator Charles McC? Mathias, Jr., (R-Md.), Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-Wisc.) 
and former Attorney General Ramsey Clark.

Attached are copies of statements given by the^witnesses. While 
Senator Baker is the coauthor of S. 4019, a bill to establish a Joint^Committee 

\on Intelligence Oversight, his testimony primarily was in support of the overall 
v program..In addition to his statement, Senator Baker repeatedly emphasized he 
I wanted to make it emphatically clear that he is not opposed to the intelligence 

{gathering functions by various agencies and felt that perhaps today even the 
^ intelligence function may be more important than in the recent past. He stressed 
; that Congress should share the overall responsibility, however, and have some 

specified oversight. Under questioning by Senator Muskie, he pointed out that ' 
the CIA, after initially cooperating with the Senate Watergate Committee, finally 

'■told the Committee that it could not furnish any further information and that the 
J Watergate Committee would have to go through the CIA Oversight Committee. 
$ Consequently, Senator Baker added, ’’there was a gap in the Watergate Committee 
v report as the information sought was never delivered. ” Senator Mathias supported 

Senate Resolution 419 which was introduced by him and Senator Mike Mansfield 
5(D-Mont.). This Resolution calls for the establishment of a bipartisan Committee 
1 of eight members equally divided between the majority and minority parties.

t

1 Ctf
"tn

4 This Committee would delve into Governmental operations on intelligence activities 
and submit a final report to the Senate no later than two years after the Resolution, 
is established. Senator Mathias pointed out that the whole area*cmT6eTHnfg 
intelligence operations is a very ’’murky” problem and needs a^tudy and investigation 
by this special Committee before taking any legislative action -- sucfi 
establishment of A Joint Cagamittee for Oversight. '

- Mr Wannall
<'/u-ruuztejj i - Mr. Hotis
JAN 6 1975

1 - Mr. Mintz
1. - Mr. Bowers 

CONTINUED - OVER

SSI



McDermott to Jenkins
Re: CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF THE

NATION’S INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES

' Senator Nelson spoke in support of S. 2738 which was introduced by him
andSenator Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.). This bill would establish a Joint 
Committee to study the need to reorganize the departments and agencies engaged 
in surveillance and intelligence activities.

Former Attorney General Clark testified that none of the bills or 
resolutions before the Subcommittee were adequate to accomplish what he believes 
to be necessary. He urged the creation of a Joint Committee to have oversight 
capacity for all intelligence, investigation, enforcement and surveillance activity, 
foreign and domestic, including personnel inspection. Such a Committee, according 
to Clark, should include the majority and minority leaders in both Houses. Clark’s 
proposal did not appear to be received with any great enthusiasm by Senators 
Muskie and Brock. One of Clark’s suggestions would establish a Federal 
Investigative and Enforcement Review Board made up of representatives of citizen 
groups with power to hear and act on complaints of abuse and to review and 
recommend practices and procedures of all Federal intelligence, investigative, 
and enforcement agencies.

In response to questioning from Senator Muskie, Clark stated he had 
never heard of COINTELPRO while he was Attorney General, that former Director 
Hoover was totally independent with practically no Justice Department oversight 
and that the FBI should not engage in any type of intelligence or investigative 
activities in the absence of clearcut criminal violation.

Scheduled to appear before the Subcommittee tomorrow are .
Senator Lowell P. Weicker, Jr., (R-Conn.); Professor Harry Howe Ransom, 
Vanderbilt University; Dr. Ray S. Cline, former Director of the Bureau of Intelligence 
and Research, Department of State, and presently the Executive Director of 
Studies, Center for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown University, 
Dr. Harold P. Ford, former Deputy Director, Office of Political Research, CIA, 
and presently the Program Director, Institute for the Study of Ethics and 
International Affairs, Washington, D. C. "





OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 2?

5010—106

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum c]

: Mr. W.R. Wannall DATE:

1
1

Mrs. Metcalf
Mr. Adams

12/9/74

bl
b3

: H.A. Boynton, Jr.jlnf

SUBJECT: 

bl

1 -

1
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

Mr.
Mr.

Mr.

McDermott 
Wannall 
Branigan 
Cregar

This recommends that an appropriate letter an 
a graphed photograph of the Director be delivered to^| 

by Liaison.

Bu

Assoc. Dir; _____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. ________ 
Comp. Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com.__ 
Gen. Inv. ______
Ident.
Inspectidh. 
Intellc^^. 
Laboratory

Plan. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv. _____  

Training
Coun. ____  

i eiephone Rm._  
DixeetWSfec’y

who is known as| to many
ofticiais ana “Supervisors, is one oi our most important

liaison contacts at CIA. As
| he has peen most neipiui to me 1 

Bureau since our re-esraplishment of Liaison with CIA in 1972. 
He has been particularly effective in insuring that the various 
operational elements at CIA adhere to the requirements of 
coordination with the Bureau set forth in our 1966 agreement 
with CIA.

P ______________ Ihas completed |__________ |years of service
with CIA during whichJhe served in a variety of positions 
abroad and at Headquarters. He is well-known throughout the 
intelligence community and highly respected as a capable and 
professional intelligence officer.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
(1) bit is recommended.<that the attached letter be 
to hby LiaiW&.

Enclosure—

autograph 
delivered

(2) It is further recommended that the Director 
a copy of his photograph to |to be
bv Liaison

forwarded

CLASS®1; 
declass



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10 
"JULY 1973 EDITION

GSA FPMR <41 CFRI 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
date: 12/20/74: DIRECTOR, FBI

WFO IV
NTERAGENCY TECHNICAL MATTERS -

■TRAINING

ReBulet 12/6/74, concerning a 2 week training______ 
program designed especially for SAs assigned to thed

fro be held in the WDC area 1/20-31/75- —~—

___________WFO requests Bureau authority for SAs ________  
ltd attend this training

school. These men are on the /and were trans
ferred to the BA Office until sucn rime as needed on the 
project. WFO believes it essential to the project for 
these men to receive this training by the CIA. No per diem 
will be involved. ~

bl
b3

A communication should be directed to the SAC 
Baltimore to insure their attendance at this training session.

Other selections for this session will be made in 
early 1975 and the other SA assigned to BA who is involved in 
this project will be trained at a later date.

s' RE^316^-



4-528

CHANGED TO

SSSBISsw.



1-Office, 7133
1-Mr. White
1-Mr. Wanna11

(Attn: | ~
Rm. 4637 JEH)

1-1

January lt 1975

Honorable William E. Colby 
Director

^Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, D. C. 20505

Dear Bill:

NOTE:

FPS:

CONTADISO\kssoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm. _ 

Dep. AD Inv. _

Admin.________ 
-omp. Syst. ___  
:xt. Affairs __  
iles & Com._ 

sn. Inv.__ F 
ant. ____A- ?
pedion .

"n9~® 
Coun.
^ne Rm.__

•oratory^!___
». & Eval. _ 
. Inv.

Copies of pertinent background correspondence are . 
attached.

(6)

Off

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT

519 JAN 141975^



TO

.OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
<MAY 1^62 EDITION:*

5010-106

* GM. G?N. REG^NO.' 27

- uniteB states government

Memorandum
S' .ET

r. J. B. Adams

1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Jenkins
1 - Mr. McDermott 

DATE: 12/24/74

Mr. W. R. Wannall

1
1
1

- Mr. Mintz
- Mr. Wannall

Ecf: ^CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)
orr^xo^ J,

Assoc. Dir.
Dep. AD Adm._

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. ________ 
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv. _____
Ident. _______ _ ,

Laboratory ____
E™1- —

bl

Qi

written

u.

Legal 
Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y

CXi 
c,

tha t\ClA 
citizens,

"j 13 UNCLASPa*
1 SHOOK <>«»““■r\

® JAN 10 1975

CONTINUED

A—J .J_1

REC 68
Pnllnwincr Mr___ Cnlbv^ mnvprcn + wn wi Th Mr'__ dankinS

Classici
Exe 
Date of

T

V .
The media has reported that the^CIA was involved 

in a massive illegal domestic intelligence'operation durin 
the Nixon Administration, directed against the antiwar 
movement and other dissident groups in the U.S. Attached 
is an article from the Sunday. Edition of the ’’New York Time^;

Hersh, wherein.he alleges .
maintained intelligence files on 10,000 American 

as well as engaging in break-ins, wiretaps, and
Or the surreptitiop^ inspection of mail in the U.S. beginnin 

in the 1950’s. '

On the morning of 12/24/74, Mr. William Colby, 
Director of CIA, called to speak to the Director. In his 
absence he spoke to Mr. Jenkins.I

advised of the following: WW"

Enclosures - 3/4Fkx

r(7)
SE

y 12
m GDS, Category Number 2 
lassification Indefinite



019 (Rev. H3O74) Assoc. Dir. 
Dep. AD Adm. _
Pep. AD Inv. __

HUGE CIA. OPERA TION REPORTED
’ fairs____

IN U. S. AGAINST ANTIWAR FORCES, 
OTHER DISSIDENTS IN NIXON YEARS^

& Eval. __  
»pev^-lnv.  
Training 

Legal Coun.  
Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec'y ___

b7C

The Washington Post 
Washington Star-News----------------
Daily News (New York)
The New York Times S' £6__

The Wall Street Journal 
The National Observer 
The Los Angeles Times

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN I? UhOUSSIFIED _ z

c£&

imosras
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b2 
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Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 
Re: Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA)

The Hersh article also alleged that CIA was in- 
jvolved in break-ins. According to Mr. Nelson, they have . 
no information in their files to support this allegation.

In the late 1960’s the FBI became aware of the 
importance that policymakers were attaching to the question 
of whether foreign governments were supporting dissident 
groups throughout the world and, more partimilaxlv__ thnse__  
radical and dissident groups in the U.S. I



a

Memorandum to Mr. J. B. Adams 
Re: Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA)

bl

The widely published allegations by Hersh appear 
to be taken out of perspective and distorted. If there are 
Congressional hearings on this matter, considerable damage 
to the entire intelligence community could occur |

ACTION:

We will continue to follow this matter and keep 
the Director apprised of any significant developments.



TO ON CITIZENS

Helms Reportedly Got
Surveillance Data in

Charter Violation 7
By SEYMOUR M. HERSH '

Special to The New York Times 4

WASHINGTON, Dec. 21—The 
Central Intelligence Agency, di
rectly violating its charter, con
ducted a massive illegal do
mestic intelligence operation 
during the Nixon Administra
tion against the antiwar move- 

.mifnt and other dissident 
gruups in the United States, 
according to well-placed Gov
ernment sources.

An extensive investigation by 
The New York Times has estab
lished that intelligence files on, 
at least 10,000 American citi'- 
zens were, maintained by a 
special unit of the C.I.A. tha : 
was reporting directly to Rich* 
ard Helms, then the Director of 
Central Intelligence and now 
the Ambassador to Iran.

In addition, the sources said, 
a check of the CJ.A.’s domestic 
files ordered last year by Mr. 
Helms’s successor, James R. 
Schlesinger, produced evidence 
of dozens of other illegal activi
ties by members of the C.I.A. 
inside the United States, be
ginning in the nineteen-fifties, 
including break-ins, wiretap
ping and the surreptitious in
spection of mail. ■

A Different Category '
Mr. Schlesinger was sue- 

:ceeded at the C.I.A. by William ' 
jE. Colby in late 1973.
I Those alleged operations, 
while also prohibited by law? 
were not targeted at dissident 
American citizens, the sources 
said, but were a different cate
gory of domestic activities that 
were secretly carried out as 
part of operations aimed at 
suspected foreign intelligence 
agents operating in the United 
States. ■

Under the 1947 act setting 
up the C.I.A., the agency was 
forbidden to have “police, sub
pc ena, law enforcement powers 
or internal security functions.” 
in tide the United States. Thosa 
responsibilities fall to the F.B.I.J 
which maintains a special in
ternal security unit to deal, 
with foreign intelligence threats. ’

Mr. left the .■
Bl. I. A. in February, 1973, for 
; his new post in Teheran, could, 
not be reached despite tele
phone calls there yesterday 
and today. 1

Network of Informants
Charles Cline, a duty officer 

atfthe American Embassy In 
Teheran, said today that a nste 
informing Mr. Helms of the M- 
qqest by The Times for com
ment had been delivered to Mr. 
Helms’s quarters this morning. 
By late evening Mr. Helms had 
not returned the call. •

“This is explosive, it could 
destroy the agency,” one offi
cial with access to details of 
the alleged domestic spying on - 
dissidents &aia in Sh interview.

He describe program as 
similar in intent to the Army 
domestic surveillance programs 
that were censured by Congress 
four years ago. ..

“There was no excuse for 
what the agency did,” the I 
source said. “What you ihadl 
whs an insulated secret police 
agency not under internal ques- 
ij^n or audit.”

- The disclosure . of alleged 
S^gal C.I.A. activities is the 
first confirmation of rumors 
tUjit have been circulating in 
Washington for "some time. A 
number- of mysterious bur
glaries and incidents have come 
to \ light since the. break-irf at 
Democratic party headquarters 
in the Watergate* complex! on 
June 17, 1972. "

Thoughout the public hear
ings and courtroom testimony 
on Watergate, Mr. Helms and 
other high-level officials in
sisted that the C.I.A. had been 
“duped”-- into its Watergate, 

. involvement by. the White 
House. : I

As'part of its alleged effort' 
figainst dissident Americans in 
the late hihe’teen-SiXties and 
early nineteen-seventies, the 
tjources said, the C.LA, author
ized agents to follow and pho
tograph participants in antiwar 
and other demonstrations. The 
C.I.A. also set up a network, of 
informants who were ordered 
to penetrate antiwar groups, 
the sources said.

At least one avowedly anti
war member of Congress was 
among those placed under sur
veillance by* the C.I.A., the 
sources said. Other members of 
Congress were said to be in
ch fled in the C.I.A.’s dossier 
on dissident Americans.

r^he names of the various , 
-Congressmen could , not be 
learned, nor could any specific 
ifffofmation about- domestic 
C.I.A. break-ins ■ and wiretap
apings be ob^

n i^lso cm m ~±Jt be deter- 
.mined whetherLt’ Helms had 
«had specific cut1 rotity from 
"top aides to initiate the alleged 
'domestic sur.-eJlance, or 
^whether Mr. Helms had in

- .formed the President of the 
fruits, if any of the alleged

, operations.
; J Distress Reported
’, These alleged activities are 
known to have distressed both 

“Mr. Schlesinger, now the Secre
tary of Defense, and Mr. Colby. 
' Mr. Colby has reportedly told 
ipssociates that he is consider
ing the possibility of asking the 
Attorney General to institute 
legal action against sorte of 
"those who had been involved 
pin the clandestine domestic ac
tivities. •

■ One official, who was direct- 
-ly involved in the initial C.I.A. 
inquiry last year into the al
leged domestic spying, said that 
Mr. Schlesinger and his asso- 
rtates were unable to learn 
^hat Mr. Nixon knew, if any- 
tdng.

Mr. Colby refused to com
ment on the domestic spying 
"issue. But one blue to the depth 
:Of his feelings emerged durirfp; 
,an off-the-record talk he gavp 
Monday night at the Council oh 
Foreign Relations in New'-York. 
" The C.I.A. chief, ’ who ha& 
|been informed the previous' 
week of the inquiry by The 
Times, said at the meeting that 
he had ordered a complete in
vestigation of the agency’s do
mestic activities and had found 
some improprieties.
p But he is known to have 
Clided, “I think family skeletons 
are best left where they are— 
jli the closet.”
■ v He then said that the “good 
ping about all of this was the 
red flag” was raised by a group 
bf junior employes inside the 
agency. '
J It was because of the pmu- 

' ding from below, some sources 
have reported, that Mr. Colby 
decided last year to inform the 
chairmen of the House and Sen
ate Intelligence Oversight Com
mittees of the domestic activi
ties.
1. Mr. Schlesinger, who became 
J&cretary of Defense after serv
ing less than six months at the 
C.I.A., similarly refused to dis
cuss the domestic spying activi-

- Jies.
- But he was described by an 
associate as extremely con
cerned and disturbed by what 

. he discovered at the C.I.A. upon 
replacing Mr. Helms. ' r

IJ “He found himself in a ce ss- 
pool,” the associate said. “ -Ie 
Was having a grenade blowing 
up in his face every time he 
iturned around.”



r Th^-EUsherg Affair
J Mr. Schlesinger was at the 
C.I.A. when the first word of 
the agency’s involvement in the 
September, 1971, burglary of 
the office of Dr. Daniel EHs- 
berg’s psychiatrist by the White1 
Souse security force known as 

le “plumbers" became known.' 
" It was Mr. Schlesinger who 
also discovered and turned 
over to the Justice Department 

series of letters written jto 
Mr. Helms by James W. Mb- 
Cord Jr., one of the origiral 
Watergate defendants and a 
framer C.I.A. security official. 
Trie letters, which told of White 
F ouse involvement in the Wa
t jrgate burglary, had been de- 
ppsited in an agency office.
, The associate said one result 
of Mr. Schlesinger’s inquiries 
into Watergate and the domes
tic aspects of the C.I.A. opera
tions was his executive edict 
ordering a halt to all question
able counterintelligence opera
tions. inside the United States. 

' During his. short stay at the 
C.I.A., Mr. Schlesinger also 
initiated a 10 per cent employe 
cutback. Because of his actions, 
the' associate said, securiiy 
officials at the agency decided 
to Increase the number of his 
personal bodyguards. It could 
not be learned whether that 
action was taken after a threat.

:• Many past and present C.I.AJ 
men acknowledged that Mr.l 
Schlesinger’s reforms were 
harder to bear because he was! 
an outsider. ;

Mr. Colby, these men said,! 
wjile continuing the same bas c 
programs initiated by his pre
decessor, was viewed by some 
internal critics as “the saving1 
force’’ at the agency because 
as a former high-ranking offi- 

tcial himself in the C.LA.’s 
clandestine services, he had the 
respect and power to ensure 
that the alleged illegal domestic 
programs would cease.

Some sources also reported 
that there was widespread 
■ aper shredding at the agency 
hortly after Mr. Schlesinger 

began to crack down on the 
ttl.A.’s operations.

' Asked about that, however, 
Government officials said that 
they could “guarantee” that the “ 
domestic intelligence files wefe ; 
■still intact. ■ |

“There’s certainly been ro ' 
order to destroy them,” one of
ficial said.

When confronted with the 
Times’s information about the 1 
C,I.A.’s domestic operations j 
curlier this week, high-ranking ' 
American intelligence officials 
confirmed ’its basic accuracy, 
but cautioned against drawing 
“unwarranted conclusions'.”

Those officials, who insisted 
oh not being quoted by name, 
contended that ail of the, 

: C.I.A.’s domestic activities! 
against American citizens were, 
initiated in the belief that for-! 
eign governments and foreign1 
espionage may have been in
volved.

“Anything that we did was 
in the context of foreign coun-. 
terintelligehce and it was fo-! 
Icused at foreign intelligence 
and foreign intelligence prob
lems,” one official said. - 

! The official also said that the; 
S^equirement to maintain files

m American citizens emanated,; 
n part, from the so-called Hus
on plan. That plan, named fdr; 
ts author, Tom Charles Huston,;

a Presidential aide, was' a 
White House project in 1970 
calling for the use of such, 
illegal' activities as burglaries 
and wiretapping to combat an
tiwar activities 'and student 
turmoil that the White House 
believed was being “fomented” 
—as the Huston plan stated— 
by black extremists.

Former President Richard M. 
Nixon and his top aides have 
repeatedly said that the pro- - 
posal, which had been ada
mantly opposed by J. Edgar 
Hoover, then the director of 
the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation,was never implemented.

Government intelligence offi-: 
cials did not dispute that asser
tion, but explained that, none
theless, the C.I.A.’s decision fib : 
maintain domestic files ah,, 
American citizens "obvious'y 
got a push at that time.” 
, “Yes, you can say that the 
C.I.A. contribution to the Hus-' 
ton plan was . in the foreign 
counterintelligence field,” one 
•official said. , •

‘A Spooky Way*
. “The problem Is that it was 

handled in a very spooky way.”
“If you’re an agent sitting in 

Paris and you’re asked to find 
out whether Jane Fonda is 
being manipulated by foreign 
intelligence services, you’ve got 
to ask yourself who is the real 
target,” the official said. “Is i 
the foreign intelligence services 
or Jane Fonda?” I

However, this official and, 
others insisted that al ’ domestic 
C.I.A. operations against Ameri
can citizens had now ceased 
and that instructions had. been 
issued to insure that they could 
nat occur again.

A number of well-Informed 
official sources, in attempting 
to. minimize the extent of al
leged wrongdoing posed by the 

■C.I.A.’s domestic actions, sug- 
' gested that the laws were fuzzy 
' in connection with the so-called 
“gray” area of C.I.A.-F.B.I. op
erations''—- that is, when an 
American citizen is approached 
inside the United States by a 
suspected foreign intelligence 

. agent. '

rhe Sing up the,
Cil.A. makes the director “re-; 
sponsible for protecting intelli-| 
gence sources and methods 

■ from unauthorized disclosure”
One official with close access 

to Mr. Colby contended nt 
length in an interview yester
day that the C.I.A.’s domestic 
acrons were not illegal because 
of the agency’s legal right toi 
prevent the possible revelation 
of* secrets. , .• ;

‘Gray Areas’
“Look, you do run into gray 

i areas,” the official said, “and, 
unquestionably, some of this 
fell into the gray area. But the 
director does have an obliga
tion to guard Me sources an^l 
methods. You get some foreign 
er snooping around and yoil 
have to keep track.” .

“Let’s suppose as an acai 
demic exercise, hypothetically,” 
the official said, “that a for

. ,eigner believed to ba an in
telligence agent goes to a 

I Washington newspaper office! 
to see a reporter. What do you 
[the C.I.A.] do? Because it’s 
^Washington newspaper office 
and a reporter, do you scratch 
that from the C.I.A.’? record?

“Sure, the C.I.A. was follow
ing the guy, but he wasn’t an 
American.”

A number of other intelli
gence experts, told of that ; i- 
ample, described it as a vic . ■ 
tion of the 1947 statute and a 
clear example of an actively, 
even If involving a foreigner, 
from ’^hidh the C.I.A. is barred.

Fr^iteHarry Howe Ransom of 
’University, consid- 
|en*d a ‘tending expert on the! 
C.;.A. .nVh'S iegal and Con- 
grjssional’teuthority, said in a 
telephor,-interview that in his* 

jopinion:ntn6 1947 statute in- 
_

:luded “a clear prohibition | 
against any internal security1 
functions under ahy circurt< 
stances,” ■

Professor Ransom said thtt 
Ms research of the Congres
sional debate at the time the 
C.I.A. was set up makes clear 
that Congress^ expressed con
cern over any police state tac-; 
tics and intended to avoid the, 
possibility. Professor Ransom; 
quoted one member as having 
said during floor debate, “We 
don’t want a Gestapo.” -

' Similar reservations ' about 
the C.I.A.’s role in domestic 
affairs were articulated by Mr. 
Colby during his confirmation 
hearings before the Senate 
Armed Services Committee in 
September, 1973. I1

Asked by Senator Stua^l 
Symington, Democrat of Mis 
s4,uri, about the “gray” area h ■

j the 1947 legislation, Mr. Colby 
disavowed it, saving:_  $



•_“My interpretation of thafl 
particular'provision is that it^ 
gives me a 'charge but does 
not give me authority. It gives 
me tiie job of identifying any 
problem of protecting sources! 
and methods, but in the,event 
I identify one it gives me the! 
responsibility to go to the ap
propriate authorities with that' 
information and it does not 
give me any authority to act! 
on my own.

‘No Authority’ f ;
, “So I really see less of, a; 
'gray area [than Mr. Helms]iin] 
that regard. I believe that thye 
is really no authority under 
Ithat act that can be used.” r 
I Beyond his briefings for Sen- 
lator John C. Stennis, Democrat 
‘of Mississippi, and Representa
tive Lucien N. Nedzi, Democrat] 
of Michigan, the respective! 
chairmen of the Senate and J 
House Intelligence subcommit
tees of the Armed Services 
Committees, Mr, Colby appar
ently had not informed other 
Ford Administration officials 
is, of yesterday of the C.I.A. 
problems. , •

“Counterintelligence!’' one 
high-level Justice Department 
official exclaimed upon being 
given some details of the 
C.I.A.’s domestic operations. 

■“They’re not supposed to haye 
'any counterintelligence in tl is 
country.”

“Oh, my God,” he said, “ch, 
my God.” 1 l

A former hlgh=level F.B.I. of
ficial who operated in domestic 
counterintelligence areas since 
World War I, expressed as
tonishment and then aiger 
upon being told of the C.I.A.’s 
activities. ,

“We had an agreement with 
them that they weren’t to do 
anything unless they checked 

I With us,” he said. “They dou- 
b e-crossed me all along.”

He said he had never been 
told by his C.I.A.'counterintel-. 
licence colleagues of any ,of 

I the alleged domestic operations 
i that took place. ।

Mr. Huston, now. an IrJH- 
anapolis attorney, said in,a 
telephone conversation yester
day that he had not. learned of! 
any clandestine domestic C.I.A. 
activities while he worked in 
the White House. !

Huston Disagrees
Mr. Huston took vigorous 

exception to a suggestion by, 
intelligence officials that his, 
proposed White House domes-' 
tic intelligence plan resulted in 
increased pressure on the C.I.A.1 
toscollect domestic intelligence.

f’There was nothing in that 
program that directed the C.I.A. 
tc do anything in this country,”

Huston said. “There Ois 
nothing that they could rely on 
to justify anything like tills. 
The only thing we ever askid 
them for related to activities 
outside the United States.”

TwO ntuntiis 'KgoTTRontag] 
Stone magazine , published a 
lengthy list' of more than a 
dozen unsolved break-ins and 
.burglaries and suggested that 
they might be linked to as yet' 
undisclosed C.I.A. or F.B.I. a8'-j 
tivities. ’

Senator Howard H. Baker Jr!, 
Republican of Tennessee, why 
was vice chairman of the Sen- 
rrte Watergate committee, has 
publicly .spoken of mysterious 
;.I.A. links to Watergate. The 
White House transcripts of 
June 23, 1972, show President 
Nixon saying to H. R. Halde
man, his chief of staff, “Well, 
we protected Helms from one 
hell of a lot of things.”

The remark, commented upon 
by many officials during recent 
interviews, could indicate Pres
idential knowledge about the 
C.I.A.’s domestic activities.

The possible Watergate link 
is but one of many questions- 
posed by the disclosures about 
(he C.I.A. that ‘ the Timd> 
.'purees Say they believe can bis 
traveled only by extensive 

I Congressional hearings. *
' The C.I.A. domestic activities

during the Nixon . Administra
tion were directed, the source 
said, by James Angleton, who 
is stiil in charge of the Counter- 
iihelligence Department, the 
.agency’s 'most powerful aijid 
’/Mysterious unit. (
4 As head of counterintelli

gence, Mr. Angleton is Hn 
charge of maintaining the 
C.I.A.’s “sources and methods 
of intelligence," which means 
that he and his men must in
sure that foreign intelligence 
agents do not penetrate the 
C.I.A. ■ • . i

The Times’s sources, who in- ] 
eluded men with access to first-1 
hand knowledge of the C.I.A.’s I 
domestic activities; took sharp • 
exception to the official sug
gestion that the agency’s . do-' 
mestic activities were the result 
of legitimate counterintelligence 
needs. - -

“Look, that’s how it starte?,’’ 
on^ man said. “They were Iqr k- 
linj for evidence of foreign Vm 
v< ivement in the antiwar 
.movement. But that’s not Huw 
it .ended up. This just grew and 
mushroomed internally.”

“Maybe they began with a . 
check on Fonda,” the source ; 
said, speaking hypothetically. ( 
"But then they began to check 
on her friends. They’d see her 
at an antiwar rally and take 
photographs. I think this was 

.going on even before the
Huston plan.

‘HigHysGess^inated’ ।
“This wasn’t a series of iso

lated events. It was highly co
ordinated. People were . tar-! 
geted, information was cm-' 
lected on them, and it was all' 
put on [computer] tape,, just 
like the agency does with IV',r

t mation about K.G.B.. [Sow ’]
I agents. ?
] “Every one of theseactH 
s blatantly illegal.” v
, Another official wfih ■ 
to details of C.I.A. opeKi .idK 

'said that the illegal activities 
i Uncovered by Mr. Schlesinger 
i li st year included break-ins and 
electronic surveillances that 

■ had been undertaken during the, 
, fifties and sixties. ;
: “During the fifties, this was 
[ routine stuff,” the official said.
“The agency did , things that 
would amaze both of us, but. 
some of this also went on in 

; the late sixties, when the 
country and atmosphere had 
changed.”

The official suggested that, 
what he called the “Nixon anti-!- 
war hysteria” may have teen! 
a major factor in the C.I.A.’S; 
decision to begin maintaining 

.’domestic files on American 
| citizens.
> One public clue about the, 
I White House pressure for C.I.A.! 
I involvement in the intelligence! 
efforts against antiwar activ ! 
ists came during Mr. Helms’!^ 
testimony before the Senate 
Watergate committee in Aug- 

’ ust, 1973. -
Mr. Helms told how the Pres

ide nt’s Foreign Intelligence Ad-. 
jvisory Board had once sug-' 
g^ted that, the agency could! 
“make a contribution” in do-. 
mestic intelligence operations.

. ‘No Way’
“I pointed out to them very 

quickly it could not, there was 
no way,” Mr. Helms said. “Bmt 
this was a matter that ke)' 
coming up in the context Ilf 
feelers: Isn’t there somebody 

♦ else that can take on some ct 
these things if thelF.B.I. isn’t 
doing them as well as they 
should, as there are no other 
facilities?”

The Times’s sources, reflect
ing the thinking of some of the 
junior C.I.A. officials who be
gan waving “the red flag” in- 
s,de the agency, were harshly 
dHtical of the leadership of Mr. 
Helms.

* These junior officials are 
known to believe that the 
domestic spying on antiwar 
activists originated as an osten
sibly legitimate counterintelli-' 
gen?e operation to determine 
whether the antiwar movement 
had been penetrated by foreign 
agents. x . «»



** In 1969 anT1970rthe C.I.A.
was asked by the White House 

. to detes^S^vhether foreign 
governments were supplying' 
undercover agents and funds 
to antiwar radicals and Black 
Panther groups in the United 
States. Those studies, con
ducted by C.I.A. officials who 
reportedly did not know of the 
alleged secret domestic intelli
gence activities, concluded th it 
tKere was no evidence of fcr- 
eign support.

“It started as a foreign int£l- 
li jence operation and it bureau
cratically grew,” one source 

! said. “That’s really the answer.'
The source added that Mr. 

Angleton’s counterintelligence 
department "simply began using 
the same techniques for for
eigners against new targets 
here.” ■ -

Along witha preambling the 

(domestic dossiers,
(the-source said, Mr. Angleton’s 
(department began recruiting 
.informants to infiltrate some, 
of the more militant dissident 
groups. < t

■ “They recruited plants,.-tai 
formers and doublers [double; 
agents],’’ the ^source/(.said? 
“They were collecting informa
tion and when counterintelli
gence collects information, you 
use all of those- techniques.

"It was like a/(li1ttle: F.BJ. 
operation.”- : [
-This source, and others 

1 nowledgeable about the C.I.A. 
believe that Mr. Angleton was 
permitted to continue his-do- 
ruestic operations because of 
the great power he wields in
side the agency as director 'of 
counterintelligence,.

It is this group that is charged 
with investigating allegations 
against C.I.A. personnel made 1 
by foreign agents who defect; 
in other words, it must deter- ■ 
mine whether a C.I.A. man 
named by a defector is, in fact,I 
a double agent. ,

Victor Marchetti, a former 
C.I.A. official, said in a book ( 
published this ' year that the 
“counterintelligence staff op
erates on the assumption 'that 
the agency—as well as other: 
elements of the United States ; 
G wernment—is penetrated by j 
tire K.G.B.

“The chief of the C.I.A.. staff 
[Mr. Marchetti did not identify j 
Mr. Angleton] is said to keep a ' 
list of the 50 or so key posi
tions in the C.I.A. which are 
most likely to have, been in-

>filtrated by the opposition, and 
he reportedly keeps the per- > 
sons in those positions under 
constant ’surveillance.”

■Fear and:Awe
Dozens of other former C.I.A.1 

men talked ip recent interviews 
with similar expressions of f ear 
alad awe-about Mr. Angleton, 
ai| accomplished botanist and 
YiUe graduate who once ediied 
a toetry magazine there. I 

1 -He was repeatedly describe

-by former C.I.A. officials asan 
unrelenting corn Warrior who

,was convinced that the Soviet 
Union was playing a major role; 
in the antiwar activities;. ;

“He honestly has the-’kind of1 
spook mentality where he can 
see conspiracies in everything,”

; one former high-level C.I.A. of-.;
’ ficial said. “For exarhple, he’s1 
: convinced that too many mem
bers of the press had ties to 
the Soviet Union. Anybody who 
writes Anything friendly to the 

' Soviet Union he considers
Suspect.”

• : Another former official char/ 
■ seterized counterintelligence as]

‘An. independent power in the1 
V.I.A. Even people in the agen
cy aren’t allowed to deal di
rectly with the CX [counterin
telligence] people.* 1 ■ •

. “Once in it,” he said, “you’re 
in it for life.” ,: 1

Most of the domestic surveil
lance and the collection: of do
mestic intelligence was/con
ducted, the sources said, by one > 

. <Jf the most clandestine units in.' 
the United States intelligence, 
community, the special opera-; 
tjons branch counterintelli
gence. It is these men who per
form the foreign wiretaps, and 
break-ins authorized by higher 
intelligence officials.

. ‘Deep Snow Section’» - tw ■ . ■
“That’s really the deep snow 

. (section,” one high-level intelli- 
, Igen'ce expert .said of the ..unit,. 
‘ whose liaison .with Mr. Helms.

was conducted by Richard 
(Ober, a long-time cqunterintelli-.; 
Igence, official, who' has served ( 
it; New Delhi for the C.I.A.

j'- ' Despite intensive interviews; 
little could be learned about the 
procedures involved, in the al? 
leged domestic activities except 
for the fact that the operation 
was kept carefully shielded 
from other units inside the 
C.I.A.

One former high-level aide 
who wofked' closely with Mr. 
Helms in the executive 'offices 
,of the agency recalled that Mr, 
Ober held- frequent private 
meetings with'Mr. Helms in the’ 
late sixties and early seventies. 

; .“Qber had unique and v/ry 
confidential access to Helnte,” 

f tile former C.I.A. man said. “I 
always assumed .he was muck- 

■ ing about with Americans who 
. were abroad and then would 

come back, people like the 
Black Panthers.”

’ Working I CanSav*

< The official said he had 
learned that Mr. Ober had 
quickly assembled “a large staff 
pf people who acquired enor- 
ibous amounts of data, more 
than I thought was justified®”

I After the unveiling of the d<K 
n^estic operations by Mr. Schles
inger last year, sources saiql 
Mr. Ober was abruptly trans* 
ferred from the C.I.A. to a staff 
position with the National Se
curity Council. . ,

“They didn’t fire him,” one 
well-informed source said, "but 
they didn’t want him .around, 

■ The C.IA^/j^d tn get ridoXL 
(him, he w^s too emparrassing/

The source added that Mr. 
Ober had vehemently defended 
his actions as justified by na
tional security/

A Government intelligence of- 
i ficial, subsequently asked about 

■ Mr. Ober, denied that his trans- 
(feY to the National Security 
(Council was a; rebuke in any 
way.

Reached by telephone at his, 
( dffice this week, Mr. Ober re- 
,' fused to discuss/ the issue.

“There’s nothing I can say, 
, about this,” he said.
; Mr. Angleton, also reached by 
| telephone this week at his sub- 
( urban Washington home,- denied 
that his counterintelligence d4

‘ partment operated domestically, | 
"We know our jurisdiction, / 

he s,.id.
Mr. Angleton told of a report 

from a United States agent in 
Moscow who . was relaying in
formation to the C.I.A. on the 

; underground and radical bomb-; 
ings in the United States dur- 

(ing the height of the antiwar 
activity. . _

I “The intelligence was not 
! acquired in the United States,” 
Mr. Angleton declared, “it( 
came from Moscow. Our source 
there is still active and still pro
ductive; the. opposition still' 
doesn’t know.”
, Mr. Angletpn then described 

now the CXA1 had obtained in
formation from Communist 
sources about the, alleged dem
olition training of black mili
tants by the North Koreans. He! 
also told of recent intelligence 
efforts involving the K.G.B. and 
Yasir Arafat, chairman of the 
Palestine. Liberation Organiza
tion.

A number of former impor
tant F.B.I. domestic intelligence; 
sources took issue with Mr. 
Angelton’s apparent suggestion 
that the domestic antiwar activ
ity was linked to the Soviet 
Union. X
/“There was a lot of stuff (t on 
radicals in the United Ste'les] 
(hat came in. from the C..*A. 
i yerseas,” one former official 
recalled, but he said a lot of it 
was worthless. _____ .



'Pothert—^jicialg closely in
volved with United States in
telligence expressed amaze
ment and dismay that the head 
of counterintelligence would, 
make such random suggestions- 
during a telephone conversa-, 
tion with a newsman. ।

You know.” said one mem-’ 
ber of Congress who is involved. 
with the monitoring of C.I.A. 

■ activities, “that’s" even a better 
story than the domestic spying.” । ! - 4 • |

The Student Movement |
fine former C.I.A.- official 

who participated in the 1969 
and* 1970 White House-directed 
studies of alleged , foreign in
volvement in the antiwar move
ment said that Mr. Angleton ( 
“undoubtedly believes that for
eign agents were behind the 
student movement, .but he 
doesn’t know what he’s talking 
about.” , . . i

The official-also raised al 
question about the bureaucratic;' 

f procedures of the C TA under. 
I Mr. Helms. ’!

“We dealt with Ober and^we 
dealt with Angleton on these 
studies, went over them point 
by point, and Angleton, while 
not exactly enthusiastic, signed 
off,” the official said. . "’i

The official said he could mot 
reconcile Mr. Angleton’s ; de
cision to permit the studies, 
which reported finding no? evi
dence of foreign involvement, 
vlhile mounting an elaborate 
i nd secret domestic security 
; peration to root out alleged 
preign activities. The resultsmf 
the studies were, forwarded to 
Henry A. Kissinger,I then Presi
dent Nixon’s rational security 

[ adviser. .
1 A number of former -
officials said in interviews that 
the C.LA.’s decision to mctmt 
domestic break-ins, wiretaps 
and similarly, illegal counter
intelligence operations un
doubtedly reflected, in part, 
the. long-standing mistrust be
tween the two agencies.

In 1970, Mr. Hoover re
portedly ordered his bureau Ab 
bf^ak off all- but formal liaison 
contact with the C.I.A., forcing 
lower level C.I.A. and F.B.I. of
ficials to make clandestine ar
rangements to exchange infor
mation.

By..the late, sixties, onecftit* 
mer F.B.I. official said, all but 
token cooperation between the 

। two agencies on counterintelli
gence and counterespionage 
had ended. •

.. “The C.I.A. was never satis
fied with the F.B.I. and I can’t 
blame them,” the former Offi
cial said. “We didhiteor-miss

“We were constantly cutting 
the throats of the C.I.A. in oub 

I dealing with them. If the' 
White House knew about'it, 
they were top afraid of Hoover 
to do anything about it.” ' „

The former aide cited a case
in the late' sixties in which 
Mr. Angleton turned to 
for a domestic, investigation 
because he “believed four of 
five guys were agents, incllid- 
iife two guys still in the agency'' 
[d^I.A.] and three or four who? 
hid been high-level.”

“They were' suspected pt 
having dealings with foreign 
intelligence agents,” the i^met 
official said. .

“We just went through the 
motions on our investigation.-It 
was just a brushoff.” ' ‘:i

Before Mr. Hoover’s dec'sion 
to cut off the working relation
ship, the former official added, 
the F.B.I.—as the agency 're?1 
sponsible for domestic counter-! 
intelligence—would, as a 
ter of policy, conduct a major- 
clandestine inquiry into 
past and present C.I.A. men..'

Despite Mr. Hoover's provdc; 
ative actions, the former F.B.I."' 
man said, the C.I.A. still iwfts, 
not justified in taking domestic^ 
action." - <

“If they did any surreptitious 
bag jobs [break-insV>me sajci/ 
“they’d better notbdve told.me 
about -it,” —-- -
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The 1/3/75 edition of The Washington Post 
contained an article entitled-^Pormer CIA-FBI Liaison Man 
Sees Operational_JGray. Areas’"'(attached) which contains . 
results of “interview of former SA Sam J. Papich, who, prior 
to his retirement in 1970, handled liaison between the FBI 
and CIA for approximately 18 years.

Papich cited what he called "gray areas" where 
the CIA crossed into domestic operations for what he said 
were legitimate reasons. He blamed confusion about CIA’s 
role on what he called a statute (the National Security 
Act of 1947 which established the CIA) that "goes from the 
vague to the ridiculous."
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According to the article, Papich stated that often 
delays occurred when authority for operations was being trans
ferred from CIA to the FBI.

COMMENT

The article also stated the CIA is accused of 
interferring with U.S. domestic activity when it seeks help 
for its overseas work from universities.

The article related that Papich stated the CIA often, 
helped the FBI keep an eye on Soviets visiting the United 
States or employed here.

CONTINUED - OVER
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Former CIA-FBI Liaison-Man 
Sees Operational MSray Areas’

By Ronald Kessler 
Washington Post Staff Writer

The former liaison, man be
tween the Central Intelligence 
Agency- and the Federal Bu
reau of Investigation said) yes
terday that the statutory re
striction against CIA domestic 
activity is impossible to fol
low. ■

Sam Papich, who was the 
FBI’s liaison man with the 
CIA for 18 years until he re

i tired in 1970, cited what he 
called “gray areas” where the 

i CIA has crossed into domestic 
: operations for what he said 
i were legitimate reasons.

Papich, who said he dealt 
with these crossovers on a 
daily basis, blamed confusion 
about the CIA’s role. on what 
he called a statute that “goes 
from the vague to the ridicu
lous.” ,

A former CIA attorney ac- 
knowfedged yesterda^ that the' 
194? statute establishing ,the 
CIA has “gray areas,” but he 
said many examples of CIA, 

I domestic activity ci^elt.over 
i the years have been bt^i Ibgal 
I and proper. > ’
■ For example, he said, a CIA 
•training program for local po
lled departments was widely 
thought to have been aimeci at 
annwar activists and therefore 
represented an incursion into 
the jfomestic field.__________

— «----  . r _ ___
In fact, said the former CIA 

official who said lie approved 
the program at tire time, its 
purpose was to share with 
local police several devices 
and methods the CIA had de

: veloped in its own work. .
One device, he said, aids in 

the apprehension of murder
ers by detecting whether a 
sqspect has held a piece of 
metal in the past 24 hours. ■

Rep. Lucien N. Nedzi D- 
Mich., who heads a congres
sional committee -with over
sight powers over the CIA, 
suggested when he was in
formed of the program that it 
should have been carried out! 
by the FBI,,the former CIA at
torney said. But he said the 
program did not violate the 
CIA charter. ■

The charter says the CIA 
shall have “no police, sub
poena, law enforcement pow-' 
ers or internal security func
tions." But it also says the 
CIA director is “responsible. 
for protecting intelligence 
sources and methods from 
unauthorized disclosure.” And 
it charges the. agency with per
forming “such other functions 
-and duties related to intleli- 
gence affecting the national 
security as the National Secu
rity ^gency may from time to 
time direct.” ' '

Panich said areas ^here the 
CIA became involved in do-
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imestic matters^feuded deal
ing With*- A^B^cans . ap
proached by agents, Sb- 
viet visitors aS^ptes in the * 
United States, IH Americans 
who work for the-CIA or ap
ply for jobs there.

In these and other areas, Pa
pich said, the CIA and FBI 
functions appeared to overlap, 
and informal guidelines had 
been developed for handling 
the situations.

In a typical year, Papich 
said, some 2,000 Americans are 
approached by Soviet agents, 
either in this country or over- 

i seas in an attempt to convert' 
them into spies , 

: “If you get a report that 
i Mollie Brown while she was in 
Moscow was approached, what 
do you do? Nine times out of 
10 she’s a good girl, but maybe 
naive, and nothing happened.” 
But background checks will be 
made on her, and a file could 
be opened at CIA headquar
ters because the CIA origi
nally discovered that she .had 
been contacted, Papich said* 

/ “Hundreds of defectors 
■ come to this country from feo- 

viet countries,” said Paptoh, 
who heads a New Mexico lor- 

‘ ganized crime commission. 
“There was a procedure for 
[processing them. Who is going 
to be responsible for settling; 
ithem? Many are neurotic, mis
fits — they have to be wet- 
nursed. Is he for real? The 
CIA had to stay on top of 
them. If they had problems, 
they had to get them straight- 

iened out.” .
In addition, Papich said, the 

CHA cultivated foreigners liv- 
lag in this country to obtain, 
information on their home

' lapds. I
. ^“The CIA would handle' Cu-' 
ban nationals here to get in
formation on Soviet missiles' 
in Cuba,” he said. Such work 
might also be handled by the 
FBI with CIA assistance.

“Maybe he [the FBI agent 
handling! a case] has never 
been abroad. It would only be 
logical to bring in a CIA ex

, pert,” he said. . ■
The CIA handled its own se

t eurity, Papich said, and this is 
another area where the 
agency becomes involved in 

I checking the backgrounds of 
( American citizens.

“They had their own offices 
of security,” he said. “What 
they (ted to protect them we 
never got involved in, except 
when it appeared an employee 
had violated the law.” In polic
ing its own employees, Papich 
said, the- CIA would require 
wifetaps if* it had found a bos- 
si'Ule Soviet spy within the 
a®ncy. ;

papich said, decays 
authority for a 

faiyf^itdtbpe^ffion was being

■transferred from the CIA to 
the®ai____ .

“A Soviet spy in FEgneo oat 
of the, blue tfemls to the 
U.S.,” he said ‘“You don’t Just 
pick up the phone and tell Ho
over. It might take a week . to 
three months. The FBI people ’ 
have to become acclimated (to , 
the subject). Let’s say the CIA 
knows a double agent who is a • 
source. You don’t automati
cally turn him over to the 
FBI. He might not want to 
deal with the FBI. You might 
get them (the CIA) operating 
for six months in the U.S.”

papich said the CIA is ac
cused of interfering • in U.S. 
domestic activities when it 
seeks help for overseas work/ 
from universities. “A fellow 
goes to XYZ university and 
contacts a professor to write 
an article that will be planted 
overseas,” he said “It never 
runs smonthly. We (the United 
States) weren’t cut out for it”

In addition, he said, the CIA 
often helped the FBI to keep 
an eye on Soviets visiting the 
-United States or employed 
here.

“They always had one or 
two KGB (Soviet intelligence) 
•agents jn the group,” he said. 
“The CIA would have an inter
est They had the benefit of 
experience overseas.”

While allowing that some 
abuses might have occurred, 
Papich said, “My feeling is 
softie of the surveillances were 
misunderstood ” He added, 
“Wf need time out to assess 
thiSj thing in a cool, rational 
waji to determine if the stat- 
utejEhould be changed in light 
of what we want froBj^an 
teiligence agency.” J__ !—'
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in ted to know.
question of power 
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Congress will serve 

I military matters in 
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to have not only
That is a military 
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me matter of detail

Tho bill provides on page. 20, I think, for this Central Intelligence 
Agency. 1 notice there that there is no statement of any functions 

/ A which the Central Intelligence Agency will perform. Am I correct 
' v in assumim: that that is in line with the general policy of the bill, 

that those functions will be set forth by Executive order?
Sccrctaiy Patterson. Ibeiieveso.
Mr. Jenkins. Now, docs that mean that there will be eliminated 

tho existing intelligence agencies of the Army and the Navy, as they 
arc now functioning?

Sc ere ta ry S’ATTma-'ON. No.
- L._"Mr.-Jenkins. They will function specifically for their own forces,

is that correct?
Secretary Patterson. Yes, sir, and feed into the Central Intelli

gence group.
Mr. Jenkins. I was going to raise that question.

’ Sccrctaiy Patterson. The functions are stated here by reference
' to the existing functions under Executive Order.

Mr. Jenkins. Could we have a copy of that Executive order, for 
the information of the committee?

Sccrctaiy Patterson. Yes, sir; I will get it to you today.
. (The Executive order is as follows:)

Presidential Directive

coordination of federal foreign intelligence activities

' - ■ The White House,
Washington, January 2'2, 1926.

’ To The Secretary of State, The Secretary of War, and The Secretary of 
the Navy:

1. It is my desire, and I hereby direct, that, all Federal foreign intelligence 
activities be planned, developed and coordinated so as to assure the most effective 
accomplishment of the intelligence mission related to the national security. I 
hereby designate yon, together with another person to be named by me as my 
personal representative, as the National Intelligence Authority to accomplish 
this purpose.

2. Within the limits of available appropriations, you shall each from time to 
time assign persons and facilities from your respective Departments, which per
sons shall collectively form a Central Intelligence Group and shall, under the 
direction of a Director of Central Intelligence, assist the National Intelligence 
Authority. '1'hc Director of Central Intelligence shall be designated by me, shall 
be responsible to the National Intelligence Authority, and shall sit as a non
voting member thereof.

3. Subject to the existing law. and to the direction and control of the National 
Intelligence Authority, the Director of Central Intelligence shall:

a. Accomplish the correlation and evaluation of intelligence relating to the 
national security, and the appropriate dissemination within the Government of 
the resulting strategic and national policy intelligence. In so doing, full 
use shall be made of the staff and facilities of the intelligence agencies of your 
Departments.

b. Plan for the coordination of such of the activities of the intelligence agencies 
of your Departments as relate to the national security and recommend to the 
National Intelligence Authority the establishment, of such over-all polices and 
objectives as will assure the most ellectivc accomplishment of the national mtcl- 

. Hgcncc mission.
c. Perform, for the benefit of said intelligence agencies, such services of common 

concern a- the National Intelligence Authority determines can be more ctlivicntly 
accomplished cent rally.

d. Perform .-itch other functions and duties related to inlelligctivc affecting 
the  .-ccuri’y ns the President and the National Intelligence Authority 
may from lime to time direct.

nntim.nl
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4. N" police. It"' enforcement or internal security functions shall be exercised 
wider this directive.

5. Such intelligence received bv the intellieeiice neencios of your Departmolds 
ns inav be dedi;n:iled by the National InteUievnce Anthorliv shall be freely 
Available to the Director of Ccnlrnl Intelliimnco for correlation, evaluation or 
rlissemimd ion. To t he extent approved Sy the Natinnal I in cJIbrencn Authority, 
the operations of -aid intelligence aiiewivs shall bn open tn in.-pevtion by the 
Director of Central I nt ollie,once in connection with plmmiiiic functions.

(i. The cxi-aina iniclliecwc tmeneios of your I )epartnients -brill continued to 
collectevaluate, correlate and dis-emii,ate depart went a! intelihyiicc.

7. The Di/ector of tTutra: inteih^enre shall be. advi-ed by an f;u;'ll:/oncc 
Advisory hoard Cim-i-tiiv.v of the -heads tor their re pre sent at tVf.A of the principal 
tuilitrus' and civilian inivliieewe aynvies of the Government having functions 
j-ehded to national security, a< detcrmi.ned by llv National InIcliirreaee Authority.

8. Within the scope of existing law and Presidential directives, other depart
ments and agencies of the executive branch of the I'ederal Government shall 
furnish such intelligence information relating to the national security as is in 
their possession, and as the Director of Centra! Intelligence may from time to 
time request pursuant, to regulations of the National intelligence Authority.

9. Nothing heroin shall be construed to authorize the making of investigations 
inside the continental limits of the United States and its possessions, except as 
provided by law and Presidential directives.

10. In the conduct of their activities the National Intelligence Authority and 
the Director of Central Intelligence shall be responsible for fully protecting 
intelligence sources and methods.

Sincerely yours, .
Harry S. Truman.

Mr. Jenkins. Now, how is it proposed, Mr. Patterson, that the 
information and material gathered by the respective intelligence 
agencies of the components of the Armed Forces will get to the Central 
Intelligence agency? -

Secretary Patterson. Just as they do now. The Intelligence 
Service of the Army and the Intelligence Service of the Navy and the 
State Department arc represented on a board in the office of the 
Central Intelligence group. and they provide procedures whereby the 
Army and the Navy and the State Department people feed in their 
material to the Director of Central Intelligence. 1 believe that is 
working very well.

Mr. Jenkins. It seems to mo that the condition of our armed 
forces in some considerable detail, and the policies of the State De
partment, that is, the. day-to-day policies, have a very considerable 
effect one upon the other or should have, and 1 was going to raise, the 
question as to how well the. various components of the Central Intelli
gence agency as it now exists have functioned in that fashion. In 
other words, what do we get there as to the day-to-day policies of the 
State. Department and so on?

• Secretary Patterson. I believe that they are functioning effec
tively. The National Intelligence Authority has meetings about 
once a month with the Director of the Central Intelligence group, who 
Serves as their executive. I believe the work is going along well.

Mr. .Jenkins. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Mr. Secretary. In what defense area is Baltimore?
Secretary Patterson. Il is in what we call tin' Second Army now. 

It Used to be the Third Scrvice Command, anil now it is in the Second 
Army, Headquarters of the Second Army.

The Chairman. Here is a wire that went out to all of the installation 
commanders under that command: .
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. 63 Stat. 972; Oct. 10, 1951, c. 173.

al Noto

consent of the Sennte, Sccrctnrlus nn,t 
Under >'eer«d.'irh'.‘< of other executive f|,. 
pnrti.trius nnd nt the military cf-ieirt 
e.. •.*, * Uh* Chairmen of the
Id.sr I nr I the. Keenrch and Devol.,),, 
mne Iw'l.

) hah’. For effective dnfe'r.t
C .«, r-Hii-n rt-e note set out under s.m. 

■ (i Ki td Title 5. Executive Depart- 
i • ..t» and Government Officers and Em.

Transfer of Functions. The Nn t loiinl
1 5<vi;nty Council, together with its few 
I records, property, personnel, and; 
| unexpended bnlnncvs of appropriation*.

3 rHcC.ition.s, and other funds (available 
3 or to be made available) wore transferred 
| to the Executive Office of the President 
I by 1915 H^org.rian No. 4, ell. Aug. 19. 
| i?i9. H F.K. 521*7. 63 Stat. 10G7. S<^ 
| note set out under section 133z—13 of 
i Title 5, Executive Departments and Gov- 

a emment umeers and Employees.a

j ()1> 15 NATIONAL SECURITY Tit. BO, § 103

‘ or any branch, bureau, unit or division thereof, or with respect to 
any of the personnel (military or civilian) of any of the foregoing.

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (1) of this subsection, the 
appointment to the office of Director of a commissioned officer of 

5 the armed services, and his acceptance of and service in such office,
i lUiull in no way affect any status, office, rank, or grade he may

occupy or hold in the armed services, or any emolument, perquisite, 
; right, privilege, or benefit incident to or arising out of any such
i Matus, office, rank, or grade. Any such commissioned officer simll,

—while serving in the office of Director, receive the military pay and 
i allowances (active or retired, as the case may be) payable to a

< commissioned officer of his grade and length of service and shall
• ' be paid, from any funds available to defray the expenses of the

Agency, annual compensation at a rate equal to the amount by 
which $16,000 exceeds the amount of his annual military pay and
allowances.

|>cy—(a) Establishment; Dirco 
imipensation
|,‘ational Security Council a Ccn- 
aHrector of Central Intelligence, 
|e Director shall be appointed by 
twice and consent of the Senate, 
liccrs of the armed services or 
I life. The Director shall receive 
?16,000 per annum.

k»ri powtM nn<J limitations^kUuncd sudus

cer of the armed services is

| duties as Director, he shall be 
। restriction, or prohibition (mili- 
ild be operative with respect to 
■ connected with the Department 
he Navy, the Department of the 
r any component thereof; and 
ercise any supervision, control, 
ch as he possesses, or is author- 
ctor) with respect to the armed 
, the Department of the Army, 
e Department of the Air Force,

Terminntion ot employment of officers and employees! 
- effect on right of subsequent employment

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 652 of Title 5, or 
the provisions of any other law, the Director of Central Intelligence 

i may, in his discretion, terminate the employment of any officer or
I employee of the Agency whenever he shall deem such termination
; necessary or advisable in the interests of the United States, but
I such termination shall not affect the right of such officer or em-
! ployee to seek or accept employment in any other department or

agency of the Government if declared eligible for such employ
ment by the United States Civil Service Commission.

>
J Ferrers mid duties

j (d) For the purpose'' of coordinating the intelligence activities 
iof the several Government departments and agencies in the interest 
t of national security, it shall be the duty of the Agency, under the 
i direction of the National Security Council—
i (1) to advise the National Security Council in matters concern- 
| ing such intelligence activities of the Government departments and 
: agencies as relate to national security;

(2) to make recommendations to the National Security Council 
for the coordination of such intelligence activities of the depart
ments and agencies of the Government as relate to the national 
security;

(3) to correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the national 
security, and provide for the appropriate dissemination of such 
intelligence within the Government using where appropriate exist
ing agencies and facilities: Provided, That the Agency shall have 
no police, subpena, law-enforcement powers, or internal-security 
functions: Provided further, That the departments and other agen-

TU. 60 U.S.C.A.—H 209
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cics of the Government shall continue to collect, evaluate, correlate, 
and disseminate departmental intelligence: And provided further, 
That, the Director of Central Intelligence shall be responsible for 
protecting intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized 
disclosure;

(4) to perform, for the benefit of the existing intelligence agen
cies, such additional services of common concern as the National 
Security Council determines can be more efficiently accomplished 
centrally;

(5) to perform such other functions and duties related to intel- 
ligence affecting the --national-security as the National Security 
Council may from time to time direct.

Inspection of intelligence of other departments

(e) To the extent recommended by the National Security Council 
and approved by <xhe President, such intelligence of the depart
ments and agencies of the Government, except as hereinafter pro
vided, relating to the national security shall be open to the inspec
tion of the Director of Central Intelligence, and such intelligence 
as relates to the national security and is possessed by such depart
ments and other agencies of the Government, except as hereinafter 
provided, shall be made available to the Director of Central Intelli
gence for correlation, evaluation, and dissemination: Provided, 
however, That upon the written request of the Director of Central 
Intelligence, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
shall make available to the Director of Central Intelligence such 
information for correlation, evaluation, and dissemination as may 
be essential to the national security.

Termination of National IntoHijrcncc Authority; transfer of 
personnel, properly, records, and unexpended funds

(f) Effective when the Director first appointed under subsection 
(a) of this section has taken office—

(1) the National Intelligence Authority (11 Fed. Reg. 1337, 1339, 
February 5, 1946) shall cease to exist; and

(2) the personnel, property, and records of the Central Intelli
gence Group are transferred to the Central Intelligence Agency, 
and such Group shall cease to exist. Any unexpended balances of 
appropriations, allocations, or other funds available or authorized 
to be made available for such Group shall be available and shall be 
authorized to be made available in like manner for expenditure by 
the Agency. July 26, 1947, c. 343, Title I, § 102, 61 Stat. 497; Oct. 
15, 1949, c. 695, § 4, 63 Stat. 880.

Histori
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chapter. I

Short Title. Congress in enacting I 
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ns the "Central Intelligence AgencyB 
of 1919", ■
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Memorandum
; Mr. Jenkins DATE: 1/7/75

SUBJECT:
__________________LOS ANGELES TIMES 
WASHINGTON, Dl C. ;

Director
In accordance with previous arrangements between

Assoc. Dir. -j-Y-
Def. AD
Dep. AD lo/X

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.------------
Comp. Sy^K —

Gen. Invr  
Ident. —
Inspection ..
Intell. --------------  
Laboratory ,
Plan. & Eval. —
Spec. Inv.'--------
Training-----------

Legal Coun. _-----  
Telephone Rm. — 
Director Sec’y —

and the
interviewed Mr. Kelley at 3 p.m. yesterday and the introduc-

tions were handled by Inspector Murphy of my front office. who
handles the Justice Department for the "Los Angeles Times." was also to 
accompany! ~|but at the last minute, due to illness,
"Los Angeles Times" reporter who covers the White House, accompanied

stated that within the past two months he has conducted/^ 
an extensive interview with Governor Wallace concerning the shooting of
Wallace by Arthur Bremer. stated that Wallace again brought up a
number of questions concerning Bremer’s background, motivtation, activities, i\ 
etc. Governor Wallace could not furnish any definite facts to indicate that >
Bremer was part of a conspiracy but apparently he still harbors this idea. 6

[stated that he did not believe Wallace’s contention and feels that Bremer 
acted alone; however, because of Wallace’s continued contention to the contrary; 
and the fact that Wallace will undoubtedly be running for President, he feels £ 
that these allegations will continue to be raised and| [would like to be able
to record the FBI’s denial and/or explanation discounting Wallace’s many 
allegations.

____________________ ,stated he would like tojrevi 
the attempted assassination so that he could

FBI files on

a

FBI’s investigation which would disclaim the many
Director informed that such a request wou'la have to be formalry’made
under the Freedom of Information Act, particularly the new bill which is to be 0
implemented February 19, 1975. stated he would formally submit a m
request outlining all of Wallace’s current allegations and specifically asking for®
material from FBI files bearing on such allegations. However, ha also stated he

1 - Mr. McDermott
1 - Mr. Gebhardt

- Mr. Mintz
- Mr. Heim 

JMM:asg _

NOT RECORDED 
191 JAN J 5 N7S 
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McDermott to Jenkins memorandum

would like to present to Mr. Kelley the option of respondingdirectly to the 
questions from information in FBI files without resorting to the procedures 
under the Freedom of Information Act if the Bureau feels a public response 
to such questions would be helpful. Mr. Kelley stated that he would certainly 
consider this request when he received formally from| |his communication 
outlining the specific questions based upon the Wallace allegations.

In addition to a general discussion of Governor Wallace and related • H 
/^topics the Director was asked by| for comments concerning the current I 

b7C QlA^controversy with respect to its alleged infringement on the FBI’s I
jurisdiction in domestic security matters. The Director stated he could not ■ 
get into a discussion on this topic in view of the President’s Blue Ribbon Panel ■ 
and Congressional inquiries^hich are about to begin, but in response to a H 
specific question from! I did state that the FBI was not currently conducting ■ 
an inquiry concerning the CIA alleged involvement in domestic security matters. ■

The interview lasted approximately one and one-half hours and both 
MessrsT Iwere very amiable during the interview and
expressed appreciation for the Director taking the time with them. ’

RECOMMENDATION

For information.

- 2 -





0-19, (Rev^ 1-30-7^)

Comp. Syst. _ 
Ext. Affairs j 
Files & Com.

Cub^Q^xiles Recall Pom^O-Spying
^ntLPick^n^ for

*aWtey Americair dilcs-*-

Special Time.

MIAMI, Jan. 3—Cuban exiles, 
paid and directed by agents of 
the Central Intelligence Agency, 
engaged over a 10-year, period 
in a series of activities that, 
while related to foreign affairs, 
had clearly a domestic charac-, 
ter, according to Cuban par-; 
ticipants in these actions.

In Miami and elsewhere in 
the United States, a large group 
of exiles paid by the C.I.A. 
were, said to have watched 
over and compiled secret files 
on other Cubans and on Ameri
cans who associated with per
sons under surveillance.

Other refugees, while being 
paid by C.I.A. agents, picketed 
foreign consulates in New 
York and Miami, and waged a 
boycott of products manufac
tured by countries that traded 
with the government of Pre
mier Fidel Castro, the Cuban 
informants said. These activi
ties reportedly took place 
roughly from 1960 to 1970.

Such operations reportedly 
directed by the intelligence 
agency were reportedly carried 
out with the knowledge and 
consent of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation under an inter
agency agreement worked out. 
in the wake of the Bay of Pigs 

'invasion in 1961. They were 
conducted in an effort to deal 
with a special circumstance and

the kind of domestic L.i.A. op
erations, against dissidtrfc 

have recently come to light.
A spokesman for the F.B.I. 

said the agency would have no 
comment on the allegations. A 
spokesman for the C.I.A. said 
the agecny would not comment 
at this time on any reports con
cerning its alleged activities. I

Disillusionment at End !
The informants said that by 

1972 central intelligence oper
atives severed their last con
nections with the Cubans, dis
illusioned by their proteges,: 
some of whom they suspected, 
of being engaged in interna
tional drug trafficking.

In the late 1960’s, at the 
height of vigilance operations 
fepod«lly suppormd^Jan-the 
^^SJMLSouaiJFlpiidi ..and;

I among them New York, San 
Juan, and Los Angeles—about 
150 informants were said to be 
on the payroll of a special 
Cuban "counterintelligence’’ of
fice here.

The office, originally in Mi
ami,’ changed its headquarters' 
several times and was based in 
Coral Gables, Fort Lauderdale 
and Pompano Beach.

Cuban informants, who re
portedly began their work by 
conducting intelligence debrief
ing of refugees arriving in Mi
ami and later switched to 
watching other refugees living, 
here, were said to h^vq oper-i 
ated surrentitiously. Exiles who] 
pi^ft^rfereigh consulates and 
.organized boycotts of foreign 
products did so openly.

Newsletters of several exile 
organizations, whose members 
say were supported by the 
C.I.A., printed during 1964 pic
tures of pickets in front of 
consulates of Britain, Mexico 
and Spain in Miami and New 
York.

A mysterious exile, who died 
here a year ago at the age of 
61, was in charge of the Cuban 
counterintelligence office. Hist 

i former associates say the exile, I 
Jose Joaquin Sangenjs Perdomo. * 
was following' oFdBPS 
C.I.A. "case officer," whose 
code name they said was Felix.

Assist With Police
In 1964 alone, Cuban .refu

gees, who said they were told 
by their C.I.A. contacts what to 
do and even what to say on 
their signs, picketed, the British 
consulate in Miami, protesting 
the sale of 400 English buses, 
to Cuba; started a boycott of 
Shell gasoline and Scotch 
whisky and later a boycott of 
all British, French and Spanish' 
products; picketed .the French 
consulate in Miami protesting 
the sale of French locomotives 
and trucks to Cuba; picketed 
the Mexican consulate in Mi
ami, picketed for five consecu
tive days the British consulate 
in Mjmi and later the home of 
£ie jjtiiiiiih consul in Coral 
6^^’, Offering hkr’-jtrivate

„ .. _ A j____

„____ , ■jjicl^teifi xhA Mayjaan
consulate- up Npw York; and 
picketed a Japanese ship'.in the 
Port of Miami’, attempting to 
preVent the unloading of her 
cargo.

“There was never a prob
lem," one participant said. “We 
were detained once or twice, 
but each time someone would 
call the Miami police and we 
would be immediately released 
with no charges. This even 
happened" when we got into the 
garden of the British consul 
who called the police.”

The reported domestic oper-| 
ation of Mr. Sangenis was an 
outgrowth of his still mysteri
ous “Operation 40,” an adjunct 
to the Bay of Pigs invasion.. 
Created in 1960, Operation 40. 
was described by Cubans as a' 
C.I.A.-devised plan to set up a 
parent intelligence agency in 
Cuba after the expected over
throw 1 of 'the Castro Govern
ment by Bay of Pigs invasion.

S2-Millicn Budget Cited
Following the defeat of the 

Bay of Pigs brigade in April 
1961, Mr. Sangenis, his former 
friends say, expanded his activ
ities here with “full backing of 
ftcgjl.A*** “—' * •* ]

The Washington Post 
Washington Star-News_____  
Daily News (New York)_ — 
The New York Times___ J. 

The Wall Street Journal 
The National Observer 
The Los Angeles Times

ALL INFO

ate

Gen. Inv.  
Ident. ______  
Inspection  
Intell. 
Laboratory  
Plan. & Eval

Training 
Legal Coun. _ 
Telephone Rm 
Director Sec’y
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herein is .unclassified 
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. “ft'began like asSSi^ii- 
gc-ntc ^ration,” said one Cu
ban with close ties to Other 
Federal agencies and who in 
1962 asked but did not join 
MEpangenis group. “But—it

ing piain Sind simpler As fer'as 
I know they haven’t discovered 
a single Castro spy here, but 
they sure made many detailed 
reports, including gossip, about 
personal lives of all prominent 
Cubans, if anything usurping 
the functions of the F.B.L”

Other sources said that, with 
the exception of the chiefs of 
the Sangenis operation, salaries 
of informants were low, rang
ing from $100 to $350 a month.

These sources estimated that 
by the mid-"1960’s,- when the 
operation was in full swing, it 
had a budget of about $2-mil- 
lion a year, not counting logis
tics support, which -.included 
private aircraft in which top 
members of the groupu were 
traveling in the United States 
and between south Florida and 
several American countries.

"It was like a small secret ar
my," one Cuban recalled, "arid 
some of its members were mak
ing personal threats and de
manding personal favors.”

The winding down of the 
operation began in the late 
1960’s as a result, according to 
some exiles, of an accidental 
crash in southern California of 
a small plane -piloted by one of 
'Mr. Sangenis’s men. In the 
wreck, the police reported by 
found several kilos of cocaine 
and heroin.

Soon afterward, another Cu<

and who was accused by the 
Federal authorities of being a 
large cocaine smuggler, was 
killed in a gun battle with the 
Miami police.

By 1970, the Sangenis opera
tion was reportedly reduced to 
a few men who kept update 
the existing files. Mr. Sangenis 
remained in good graces with 
the C.I.A. until his retirement in 
1972 when, his friends say he 

' was awarded a secret merit 
medal by the agency.

' While many Cubans here be
lieve that with the closing of 
the Sangenis office the files on 
the persons under surveillance 
were sent to Washington sev
eral informants assert that a 
copy of the files was made and 

i« sjin and that it is
Mag for blackmail pur- 

r .  ■- - ' ■ -
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TO

UNITED STATES GOTORNMENT

Memorandum
Dep. AIX,#^*^^
Dep^AD Inv?__

Asst. .Dir.: 
Admin.
Co

: MR. JENKINS DATE: 1-7-75 Fifes & Com. _  
Gen. Inv. _____  
Ident. ________  
Inspection ____  
Intell. ________  
Laboratory ____  
Plan. & Eval. _  
Spec. Inv. _____

FROM : J. J. MC DERMOTT

subjectA PRESS INQUIRIES CONCERNING 
’ 'INVESTIGATION OMIA Legal Coun. ____  

Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y__

At this morning’s briefing in the Director’s Office it was noted 
that Deputy Attorney General Silberman on 1-6-75 indicated he desired 
any press inquiries concerning an investigation by the Department of 
Justice of CIA to be answered with a "No Comment."

Today I discussed with Bob Havel of the Public Information
Office of the Department the fact that Director Kelley had already specifically 
denied that the FBI was conducting any investigation of CIA. I suggested to 
Havel that the use of "No Comment" invites the press to draw an inference 
that we may well be investigating CIA. Havel agreed and stated that he 
took this matter up with Silberman on the evening of 1-6-75 and Silberman
was apparently agreeable to our responding to inquiries as follows:

"The FBI is not investigating CIA and we have not received 
any requests to dp so. ’’ '

I told Havel that we would be referring any inquiries concerning 
Departmental activities to his office for handling. He agreed to this 
arrangement.

RECOMMENDATION:

- Mr. Callahan
1
1

ar. IS UNCLASSUiTK
Al t] BY Sc

For information

JJMcD:cr

- Mr.
- Mr. Adams
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Att WORMATIOW CONTAM®
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

• -Memorandum
to : Mr. Jenkins 5/75DATE:

>D AAr.
Id Inv?

FROM :

SUBJECT:
REPORTER

1 RBBS*^****""**^-' ' . 04 4

NBC EVENING NEWS
NEW YORK CITY
INFORMATION CONCERNING

CLASSIFIED s
DECLASSIFY ON: 25M.3( C )_S-P4A^

Cp™. SGt.

r & Com.__ 
Gen. |nv. ___  
Ident. ____ \ - ,
Inspecti^dAx 
Int.lb^

Laboratory . _ 
Plan. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv. _____ 
Training

Legal Coun.____  
Telephone Rm. __ 
Director Sec*y__

City, phone
a reporter for NBC Evening News, New York
contacted my office at 5 p.m. on 1/14/75 and

advised that she would like a comment concerning the following information 
by 6 p.m. that evening. She stated that| |had interviewed I b2

Ion that date| ~|had furnished thfc7D

bl

following information:

b3 '

a JAN 21 1975

i bl ■ 

■ b3

1 - Mr. McDermott
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr__Heim______

xtb"' jqTyr
, 170 Mb 24 197(CONTINUED-OVER)

3tV-

£4



b7C
Mr.DnrmnH tn Jenkins memorandum 
Re:|

NBC Evening News

bl 
b3 
b7C 
b7D

__________ |was advised that in regard to|_ ________  
the Bureau, at the request of the Special Prosecutor’s 

Office, conducted an investigation and she was further advised to contact 
the Special Prosecutor’s Office for any additional information. She was 
also advised that the Bureau would make no comment as to| 
allegations that I

RECOMMENDATION
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum 1 - Mr. Adams 
Mr. Jenkins

TO Mr. W.R. Wannall DATE: 1/9/75

from : h.A. Boynton, Jr. b7C
1
1
1

Mr. McDermott 
Mr. Mintz

Assoc. Dir.* b' 
DepyA^^M.^ 
De/ AOnp^^L.

Asst. Dut:
Ad m i riW_______  
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. _ 
Gen. Inv. _____

Mr

subjecWrelaTIOnS WITH THE CENTRAL

1 -Mr
1 -

Wannall 
Fulton

b3

INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA) 
1 -

••''laboratory____  
Plan. & Eval._ 
Spec. •
Trainib 7 C

Legal Coun.____
Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’

bl
b3

SYNOPSIS:
ALL INFORMATION CHAINED 
HFRE’N iS UNCLASSiueD EXCEPT

Classified “

ACTION: ™
For information.

76

Enclosure . / z.
LFS:tdp (9)1W f 

8 / Clasdifiied _
ExemprJfrom GDS, Categories 2 & 3

b7C

b Date oj(\Declassification Indefinite

JAN 2 2 W5

, DATE:
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•UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. R. WannallTO

: W egar

subject: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA) 
REQUEST FOR BUREAU SPEAKER

Assoc. Dir. / * 
Dep.
Dep. AD Inv. __

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. ________ 
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. AHairs ___  
Files & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv. ______ 
Ident. ________
In? pe erf i on^

Laboratory ____  
Plan. & Eval. _  
Spec. Inv. _____  
Training 

Legal Coun.____  
Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y__

/>/ On 1/17/75|________________________________________ J
telepno nically inquired if Mr. William 0. Cregar, Section 
Chief, CI-2 Section, Intelligence Division, and the Bureau’s 
alternate member on the U. S. Intelligence Board (USIB), could 
appear before CIA’sT Ito speak to approximately

bl

30 Central Intelligence Officers during 
between the hours of 11:00 and 12 Noon.

the morning of 2/21/75

The lecture would be confined to a presentation of
the structure of the Bureau, its jurisdiction in the foreign 
intelligence field, as well as the Bureau’s participation on 
USIB. This type of presentation has been given by Mr. Cregar 
beforeT 1 of CIA on numerous occasions and
it has proven useful in that it provides the opportunity to 
explain the Bureau’s role in the field of foreign intelligence 
and clarifies some misconceptions CIA personnel have regarding 
the Bureau’s jurisdiction

ACTION:

so

(5) X

b7C

-

Mr. Wannall

If approved. Mr. Cregar will handle the lecture and 
Ltelephonically.

Mr. Cregar
W38

CORR
31 Bo

1 - External Affairs Division
1
1
1

IAN 21 1975

§7FEB 2 JO
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Memormdum

«I: CLASSIFY A ^0 
EXTENDED b.4 
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FCIM, II, 
DATE GF lib;it 
DECLASSIFICAJ

DELATIONS WITH _ _
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

Instant letter classified Confidential

DATE: ~
CLASSIFIED BY ,
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X3

Bureau
(1 -Foreign Liaison Unit)

Date of Declan
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4-312 (Rev. 12-11-73)

Date of Mail 1/16/75_______________

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Section.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject JUNE MAIL C.I.A.

Removed By 9 JAN " Q 1976

File Number  62-80750-5023X

Permanent Serial Charge Out
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, 1975

ALL INFO^AHO^C)N«FD 
' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEP!
V . WHERE SHOWN GTHERWAE,

Honorable William £<<\colby
Director tdatc* 2o$A
Central Intelligence Agency ~ u
Washington, D. C. 20505 CL ASSISTED BY J^23^

DECLASSIFY ON: 25X3.3( CL 25 3 j
Dear Bill:

’) I have been advised of the outstanding assistance
rendered our Alexandria Office bvl

and I want you to know of my sincere appreciation 
for their efforts. .

________________________________________ bl
if* ~|have always b3

responded immediately and graciously to this Bureau’s requests 
fori - _
_________________________________________________ Without their 
cooperation the FBI would have been unable to meet its commit
ments and responsibilities in these cases. My colleagues in 
our Alexandria Office share my gratitude for their invaluable 
aid.

1

Sincerely yours, 

A M. Kelley

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director

, Assoc. Dir. _____
Dep. AD Adm.
Dep. AD Inv^

Asst. Dir.: \ 
Admin.  
Comp. Syst. _1 
Ext. Affairs _ 
F iles & Com. 
Gen. Inv. _  
Id ent. ____  
Inspection _ I

Alexandria (80-24)
Reurlet 1/22/75

•NOTE SAC, Alexandria,, recommended letter of appreciation and

Plan. & Eva I. _
Spec. Inv. _____

Legal Coun. ____

Director Sec’y __

Title and salutation

JJWS^jy^J)

precluding such a.„letter, 
/correspondence.

• the SID concurred. Bufiles- andeAX files contain no information
per previous'

MAIL,, ROOM
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to

OPTIOFCaL FORA NO. 10
o MAY 1962 EDITION

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

^UNITED STATES G(^£RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI 
(ATTENTION: SPECIAL

fro^A^ SAC, ALEXANDRIA

INQUIRY SECTION)

Dep.-A.D.-Adra
Dep.-A,D.-tnv..

1/22/75 ™date:

& Eva:
Inv.......

subject: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

xn:

AG»¥SffTED
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X13( C ) > Ern, 

Sec’y

*

3

bl
b3

ie Bureau.

e re

Arronrv

In view of the above, it is recommended that a 
letter over the Director’s signature be directed to Mr.
WILLIAM E. COLBY, Director, Central T-ni~oi 1 i 

A Washington. D. C„. 20505, commending] 
r |^or their' assistance

a 1 ;/i: • /I
Alexandria- indices are Megatr

above mentioned individuals

1 - Alexandria (80-24)
ECR:pdh 
(3)

MCOW®

I aS sol* 0™^^

G

See AddendumUpecia1 nvestig^tlve Divis ion 



ADDENDUM OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

Bureau indices contain no information which 
would preclude honoring the request of the Alexandria 
Division to direct a letter to the Director of the CIA 
commending specified personnel of that agency for their 
assistance to the Bureau. The Special Investigative 
Division therefore concurs with the aforementioned 
request made by the Alexandria Division.

fgSBiE



1

Dear

Your communication of January 29th concerning the

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has been received and I

thank you for bringing your observations to my attention. 

Since I know your comments will be of interest to the CIA, 

I am taking the liberty of forwarding copies of your letter, 

and of my reply, to that Agency.

MAILED 7

FEB 6 1975

-FBI
Clarence JK. Kelley

Director

NOTE? Bufiles disclose prior cordial correspondence with
I since 195-4 when he wrote the Bureau stating bn

Assoc. Dir.
Dep. AD Adm. _
Dep. AD Inv. __
sst. Dir.: *
Admin JWSibjy (4)
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
F iles & Com. _  
Gen. Inv. ______ 
Ident. ________

C.PO 954-546



*

January 29, 1975

Dear Director - Clarence M. Kelley,

Our C.I. A. Agents are America’s silent heroes. They 
protect, the interests~ofour great country and abroad. If mistakes 
have been made let, Congress pass laws to correct them. But we must 
be careful not to wreck, the Agency's efficient intelligence gathering 
activities.

all.
Thank you and God Bless you, alway’s with the best of

Sincerely yours,

Assoc. Dir. ._  
Dep.-A.D.-Adm._  

Dep.-A.D.-Inv.___
Asst. Dir.: 

AthniBi. /_

/File/ & Com. _ _  
Gen. Inv.

Ident.__________
Inspection______
Intel!___ ________  
Laboratory_____ 
Plan. & Eval.
Spec. Inv. 
Trainbig ___

Legal Coun. ....
Telephone Rin.

111 COPY:dss
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FROM

SUBJECT

b3 >

TO

b3

bl 
b3
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^AAY 1962 EDITION
GSAGEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES

5010-106

^ERNMENT

Memorandum
:Mr. W. R. Wannall DATE: 1/17/75

:R. L.

In his testimony before

1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Adams
1 - Mr. Mintz

1 -Mr. Wannall____
1 -I
1 - Mr. Shackelford

Commission to investigate domestic operations of CIA o 
1/13/75, Mr. Colby stated:

Assoc. Dir. J:___
Dep. Af*_4 
D

Asst.
Admih.
Comp. Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv. _____  
Ident. _________

Laboratory ____

b7C
Training_____  

Legal Coun.____  
Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y __

Ml 281975

the Vice President’s

"On 8/15/67, the Director established. . .a 
Unit to look into the possibility of foreign links to 
American dissident element." He indicated that CIA 
received a request from Mr. David Ginsburg, Executive 
Director of the President's Commission on Civil Disorder 
asking CIA to assist into its inquiry with "information, 
personnel or resources," and that later CIA activity 
became part of an interagency program in support of the 
National Commission, among others. According to Colby‘S 
"periodically thereafter, various reports were drawn up
on the international aspects of the antiwar, youth and 
similar movements, and their possible links to American 
counterparts. ~

57FFB

100-446997-84, serials 42 to 44)
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
RE: b3

bl 
b3

There is no indication of any coordination 
between CIA and FBI in the preparation of these documents 
although it is possible that some material in the 
documents could have been originally furnished to the FBI 
by CIA:

ACTION:

For information.

- 2 -



JQIO-IO4

ERNMENT

Memorandum
date: December 17, 1974

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ACQ

Re my memorandum 10/22/74 recommending we permit review of
who is conducting study of events (1940-47) whichcertain FBI records by

One particular matter in which has expressed an interest is the
results of 7/5/40 meeting between FBI, Army and Navy officials, ordered by
President Roosevelt to discuss bet^^coprdiMtioii 0^MWW|ence
these agencies.

A

J \ While there appears to

led to establishment of CIA. Intelligence Division recommended that any such 
material first.be reviewed by that Division and Legal Counsel. Director 
instructed he should see any data critical of other agencies or of Major General 
William Donovan.

!S TO FBI RECORDS
2NTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

atters among

l-NOT RECORDED 
28 CFO 11 1Q7R

* lh' 
b ri

Our files contain a memorandum for the Director dated 7/5/40 prepared 
by Mr. E. A. Tamm concerning this meeting which was attended by Tamm and 
two representatives each of Army and Navy intelligence (62-9798-88).!

omoNAt fop* mo:, io; 
MAY I9«2 iOlUON- 
CSA CEM. EEG. NOh 17? 

UNITED STATES t

FROM : H. N. BASSETT

ssoc. Dy

gJpp'AS In.. __ 
/rtf Dir.:

Admin. _______  
Comp. Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs ... . 
Files & Com._  
Gen. Inv. — 
J

rtn11un ;; ’ 
^Intell.__

Laboratory _ - . y 
Plan. & Eval.__

to : MR. CALLAHAN

Legal^oum**!
Telephone Rm?
Director ^ec'y .

to disclose this material to 
X is felt that we should check

in view of the Army’s paranwuafc
hould check with that Department to ascertain their posjii

b/Cprior to making this item available to|

4 The Intelligence Division, through liaison 
appropriate representative of the Chief of Staffs

should check"with .
igence, U. S. Army

to det ether Army would object to.the.yrelea^o^^ material to 

■ . \>) ... ..
•• y- z

z> .
1 - Me^rs; Adams, Mintz, Wannall
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Mr. A B

Adams 
Wannall 
Fulton

Mr. W. R. Wannall DATE:

from : jj, a. Boynton, Jr

SUBJECT: ARTICLE 
IN "THE 
2/2/75

by, harry Rositzke 

 

WASHINGTON POST"

of

b3

i 
i

2/10/75

X Dep. AD Adm. _

Dep. AD Inv._  
Asst. Dir.: .

Admin. ________
Comp. Sy«t. 

jMEff^ffarfs1!^?

Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv. _____  
Ident. _____ -..
Inspection?_

Laboratory____

Training 
Legal Coun. ____  
Telephone Rm. __

Ada<S”Wq nested tha't the article be reviewed for any 
inaccuracies.

"The Washingtoi Post" ____
an article entTtTed "TheWames in CIA Files: Some Belong
SomFDW^7w^

Sunday,^2/2/75? contained

Rositzke’ e appears to

I rs
Xs
A*
3

expressed explanation of the roles of the CIA and the FBI* ' 
and the manner in which the responsibilities of both agencies 
relate to each other. He cites valid examples of the types 
of cases in which the two agencies cooperate with each other. 
With one minor exception, there do not appear to be any signi
ficant inaccuracies in the article. The exception is in the 
following example of a hypothetical case in which narcotics is 
involved. Rositzke states, "A CIA penetration of a heroin 
ring in Istanbul comes up with the name of an American connec
tion. If the connection is in the United States, the action 
goes to the FBI and the Drug Enforcement Administration."

LFS:jcp , 
(6)

FE3 14 1975

57 FEB 281975



Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
RE: ARTICLE BY HARRY ROSITZKE 

IN "THE WASHINGTON POST"' 
2/2/75

This statement is inaccurate in that the action in such 
matters lies with the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) 
and not with the FRT._ I

ACTION:

- 2 -



l/^'75Routing Slip - 
' FD-4 (Rev. 3-1^1 )

To:
I Att.: FOREIGN LIAljS^n r 

\ ---  Title FBI INTEREST ARTICLES
| □ SAC--------------------------------
f □ ASAC

□ Supv. ------------------------------
□ Agent

■ nsc_ 
□ cc_ 
| | Steno 
□ Clerk

RES

I I Acknowledge 

□ Assign____ Reassign_____
I | Bring file
I | Call me
I | Correct
I | Deadline_________________
I | Deadline passed
I | Delinquent
I | Discontinue

-----------  □ Rotor #:
ACTION DESIRED

□ Open Cose 
| | Prepare lead cards 
| | Prepare tickler
□J Return assignment card

| | Search and return

I | For information 
□ Handle
I | Initial & return
I | Leads need attention

I | Submit re|

not recorded b7C

RE&."W 5 JAN 291975
I | Return with explanation or notation as to action taken.

Attached hereto is a copy of an article*appearing 
in "The Jerusalem Post " " — - -

1 - Tel Aviv
HR:mem (2)

See reverse side

W J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L_
Office LEGAT, TEL AVIV

☆ 070:1973 524-720

51FEB25^75



PD-350 (Rev. 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

spying ,
SHING'?QN (UPI).—- William to kill ■ former> Vice-President Spiro 

Colby, Director of the Central In- Agnew and kidnap ■ former CIA 
telligehce Agency, ; yesterday J ac'-- Director \ Richard Helms. .
kriowledged for the'first time that A This resulted in the;; CIA carry- . 

. the spy agency; set up; a; counter- ing out “physical surveillance in. 
intelligence’: u^ 1967, . which two American cities,” after alert- 

. ’ (gathered'’files oh 40,000 American ing both the’ FBI and secret ser- 
. .citizens.*; But he .denied that .the vice, Colby said. . - .

activity! was :Illegal. '■ ’ Afi/;. Colby . denied that any such he-:-
In testimony before a. ' Senate tivity. could be classified'as illegal 

apriropriations subcommittee; - Colby" domestic . . intelligence gath^-ing, 
' alsl| ^closed that a longstanding saying that all current CIA aetivk 

CIA source Informed the agency in ties are within the limits 3 Its 
* 19711 and 1972' of an alleged plot charter. / . / , .

'The..Jerusalem Post" 
Jerusalem, Israel

Paye 4

WFORMATTON1 CONTAW®> Thursday, 1/16/75

Title: FBI Interest Articles

ENCLOSUKl
Tel Aviv

J
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WFO 62-NEW

______  said he was motivated in calling Senator
PASTORE at his residence because of recent newspaper accounts
of Senator PASTORE’S interest in the recently formed Senate 
Select Committee on Intelligence Operations, and of the 
Select Committee’s Interest in reviewing CIA overseas 
operations.

Senator PASTORE requests to be advised whether 
Bureau files contain any information relating to the identity 
of and his bona fides.

__________  Atlanta Division will review its files regarding 
~| Bureau will recontact Senator PASTORE'S Office 

as deemed appropriate.
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Date:

To:

From:

Subject:

Dj. rector
A^entralJIntelli gen

Attention:

REGIONAL CONFERENCE 
ACTIVITIES DIRECTED

Clarence M. Kelley,

March 14, 1975

ce Agency

Director

REGARDING TERRORIST/EXTREmST
AT THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

S1CEMTENNIAL CELEBRATION AND.THE XXI OLYMPIAD, 1976

The Federal Bureau of Investigation will hold a 
regional conference at the New York State Police Academy, 
Albany, New York, April 15-13, 1975. This regional confer
ence will be held in order to have an exchange of views as
to the responsibilities, and roles of local, state, Federal 
and Canadian police agencies during the American Revolution 
Bicentennial celebration and the XXI Olympiad scheduled to be 
held in Montreal, Canada, in 1976.

Invitees to this regional conference include local 
and state law enforcement authorities from the Northeast 
corridor of the United States, Federal agencies having direct
or indirect jurisdictional inhere well as Canadian
representatives of local and provincial law enforcement 
agencies and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

includ
Items to be covered during the conference will 
nt are not limited tQ_, the 'oilowing

-

Xssoc. Dir._____
^p. AD Adm. _
\A0 in— the role

Roles and Resnons
as well capabi lity

s

various facets of intelligence, p 
responsibilities.

DJM: rned Wv ?. W0RWA7T0TI CONTAISK© 7 
. (ii) '

51 APR 0 1197^
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FROM

OPTION*l NO. 10 
MA* 1662 EOHION 
GSA GEN. KEG. NO. 11

UNITED STATES G ■RNMENT

Memorandum
Mr W R. Wannall LUiU/'

H. A, Boynton

1 - Mr
1 - Mr

J. B. Adams
D. W. Moore

DATE:

Mr. W. R. Wannall

2/25/75

Assoc. Oir.___  
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dlr.:
Admin. “
Comp. Syst. _!_/>»• 
Ext. Affairs 
Flies & Com.
Gen. Inv. . . _
Ident._________ 
Inspection ._XL

subject: 'WASHINGTON STAR-NEWS” ARTICLE . b7C

(CIA) fit
ARNOLD BEICHMAN |" UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT

WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

The ’Washington Star-News” 2/16/75 contained 
article entitled "The CIA, It Turns Out, Is a Front for

Training —. _
LeSaI Coun. _ 
Telephone

Laboratory____  
Plan. & Eval._

. . .SUBMAG" by. Arnold..Beichman (copy attached.) . In the 
article, the author asserts that he was allegedly involved 

. in setting up an agency within CIA called "SUBMAG” which r-j 
. functions secretly with the official CIA acting as a front 2 

for SUBMAG...............—- • .• \ :
' ' jj.
-. Review of the article indicates that it is an Ei 

attempt at humourous journalism similai* to the Art Buchwald _j 
type of column, Through Liaison we have confirmed this at 
CIA and have been advised by responsible CIA officials that 
the article is "pure fiction." E

\z

bl
b3



February 24, 1975

Honorable Marie M.I Runyon
Assemblywoman *
70th District
State Office Building 
163 West 125th Street
New York, New York 10027

MI. INTOWATION CONTAIN©

■y’

Dear Miss Runyon:

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
February 12th inviting a spokesman for the FBI to testify 
at a public hearing on Saturday, March 1st, concerning 
matters arising out of an article in "The New York Times" 
alleging domestic operations by the CIA.

Since representatives of the FBI x^ill be appearing 
before several Congressional committees investigating the

_ M
A

IL
ED

 6 CD ' MO 
as

cm ■ 
00 ' 
UJ .■

same matters, I feel it would be inappropriate 
spokesman to appear before your commission. I 
will understand the reason for my position and 
cannot be of assistance to you.

for an FBI 
trust you 
regret I

Sincerely yours

M. Kelley

Clarence M. Kelley 
Director

Assoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm. _ 
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:
Ad min. _ ______  
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs___  
Flies & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv. '
Id ent. _______ Jr

Laboratory ____  
Pion. & Eval. _  
Spec. Inv.

1 - New York - Enclosure
1 - Albany - Enclosure

NOTE: Bufile 100-450911 discloses that-correspondent has been 
active in the past in the "Women Strike for Peace" and other 
anti-Vietnam War activities. ’In 1968 she was Director of
Development'for the National Conference for New Politics," a
coalition of new left and civil rights groups. In 1968 she
coordinated a rally supporting Dr. Benjamin Spock and others 
indicted for conspiracy to violate Selective- Service5 laws. . 
She is a former employee of the American Civil Liberties- Union

JV7S : b j y
Bufiles list correspondent as single

Legal Coun. A', 
Telephone Rm. __ 
Director Sec’y __ MAIL ROOlVl

-- AUG 2 01971^.
:type unit

t



MARIE M. RUNYON 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN 70™ DISTRICT 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING 
163 WEST 125™ STREET 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10027 
( 212 ) 67S-2323

THE ASSEMBLY

ALBANY

STATE OF NEW YORK

Also: 525 W. 125th St.
N.Y. , N.Y. 10027 

; (212) MO 2-8186

Mr. Clarence M. Kelley, Director 
-Federal Bureau of In ves-ti-gati on 
506 Old Post Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20535

Dear Mr. Kelley:

I have formed a commi ssi on 
a public hearingFegarding 
domestic operations in our 
during the late 1960's and

on

Assoa. Elain:. _ 
Dept-A-Ei-Ad

Asst. Mr..:
Admia..____

&
Gen. lav..__

Meat._____  
Inspection _

Intell._____ ■
..

Plan. & Eval 
Spec. lav._  

Training __  
Legal Caw. ... 
Telephone Rm. 
Director Sec*y

February 12, 1975

s
of,|Morningside Heights citizens' to hold 
recent NY TIMES allegations of C.I.A.
community (the Columbia University area 
early 1970's. j

As a member of the NY State Assembly, I hope that the informati on 
and viewpoints provided at this hearing will be helpful in drafting 
state legislation to strengthen the civil liberties of New Yorkers/ 
The results of the hearing will be embodied in a report that will 
be made available to state legislators, members of Congress, arid
the general public

The members of the Morningside commission
<^2.* A

feel that testimony f’fW9
the Federal Bureau of Investigation will be important to our de
liberations, since the F.B.I. is the agency legally authorized to 
conduct the types of investigation that the C.I.A. (allegedly) 
engaged. i n . i 11 e g a LI y. / ~

We wish a report on the 
side Heights during the period of the alleged C.I.A. vloIati ons. 
We also want to hear the F.B.I.'s current views on the"Ty|Tej u F- 
domestic political surveillance required for national secu^i^tyj-

The hearing will be held at Riverside Church (490 Riverside Drive) 
on Saturday, March 1st, beqi_n.a,i.n.q-^L..t„J.:OO p.m.. The meMirers -u F t• 
citizens' commission' hopethat a spokesman for the F.B.I. ^can offer 
testimony at that time. Please let us know what hour of the after
noon will be most convenient for your spokesman.

■ A

Marie M. Runyon

.^Sincerely yours ,



O-lSjRjv . 1-30.74)

Dep. AD Adm
Dep. ADIn*.

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin. _■

- ^WnoldWfclimah

Ext. Affair* 
. Eite* & Com

Gon. fn». . 
Went. _ 
ihepection 
Intell. _»-X 

' Lob oratory 
Elon. & Evol. 
Spec. Inv.

-The following document, u-hose au- 
• thenticity is beyond dispute, is the

. introduction to a bulky work about a . . • 
■' ■phase' of Ameficanintelligence' ac-

i- tivity which Tam certain fow people... 
/know anything about. In making pub- • ■ .
lie this document, 1 can assure read- ;

.^■.ersjfc^ yiplatihff-securityz 1
■ ' Iff fact — though this is only my opin-..

• ion —' it might well. be that :I am ; ; :
; I -.assisting national' security by’ha ving"' 

persuaded this journal fo allow.. The. 
docufnerit wfiic/i follows to be read by '

' its large audience, friendly and hos- ■ 
tile. In any case, I have persuaded .. ... 
the Editors that- hoi only is there no 
breach of security in their publics- 
tion of this document but that SUB
MAG executives want, for their own 
reasons, the material to reach the . . 
widest possible public, here and 
abroad. . .

At the outset in 1945, we were 
. aware that the insuperable obstacle ■ 

to creation of an efficient intelligence 
agency was that the American ethos 
cannot tolerate the idea of secret, ■ 
behind-the-scenes activity, even 
though .Americans ambivalently 
know that secret intelligence is

■ essential to national security. While 
it is exciting to read and see cloak- ' 
arid-dagger operations in films, tele
vision or in books, the American 

' democratic spirit relishes even more 
exposes of intelligence. (Is it because 
the thrills about such adventures, vi
cariously shared, are vaguely 
immoral?) .

Suci> an ethos, we knqw, does not 
exist in France, Britain and most 
other countries where the', people do • 

%' not expect to know much about secret 
service agencies. (Indeed, few Brit- 

«ish dr American iournalists even

• . .. Telephone Rm. 
Director See

CONTADiK
. FJ&EBT l^LASSI^IED _

The Washington Post 
Washington Star-News. 
Daily News (New York) 
The New York Times_ 
The Wall Street Journal 
The National Observer 
The Los Angeles Times

Date



Arnold Beichman is assistant 
prgfcssor of political scienoy'at the 
ifniversity of Massachusetts, Bos
ton. and this year a visiting profes
sor at the University of British 
Columbia?... ; .. .

know who heads MI-5 or MI-6). It is a 
particular weakness characteristic 
of our-countrymen —. particularly 
among enlightened opinion, whether 

. left or right —which could preclude ., 
’ 'efficient intelligence activity. ■;-

That .is why.the recommendations 
of the committee headed by Prof. D. 
B. and his committee were immense- 

valuable: jnihe iqrdati oh .of - cur <• 
intelligence community. Their year
long analysis of the problems which. .. 
would face an American intelligence

>.\k;..-?syst.e^ Warn ■
''.... I experiences of the Office of Strategic '

Services and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, No activity in which. 
OSS or the FBI were involved, it was 
noted by the B Committee, remained 
unknown for long either to news
papermen or to competitive agencies.

; - ... ... ..The. B .Committee: consequently, 
’ recommended ‘ that 'there' be' 

organized two intelligence agenices, 
one to front for the other. T-hus it.

.would he possible for critics of 
'“spying" to shoot at something, yet

. : miss the real target. ;
Specifically, they proposed that the 

Congress and the president would ap

prove organization of what later be- 
. cjy»c'fne Central Intelligence Agen
cy. Meanwhile, the president also 
would set up within CIA — and then 
withdraw it from the agency (so as to 

.^remain legally within the congres
sional authorization)'— a separated', 
unidentified operation whose exist
ence would be known to but three 
persons — the president of the United 
States, the Operations Director and

- tone other person to be chosen by the 
Director but to' remaih’uriknown: even 
to the president Unless the Director 
died, suffered a disabling illness or

,, was otherwise incapacitated.
The submerged hgenby'“X SUB- .

MAG — would be financed from the 
CIA purse, which would be drawn 

, upon by the president personally.
-. <. SUBMAG was -to. be organized.,along 

'“cell” lines and its participants so 
buried that they themselves would 
.h^ve only the most limited knowledge 
of the SUE'MAG structure. ■'

I was chosen by the Director as the

third man for the following reasons :
1. As a middle-echelon Nev/ Ybhk 
State political leader I had a fair’- 
understanding of government.
2 .1 had a friendship with many politi
cians in both.parties so I could travel 

Zregplarly withoutexc itirig inte res t. 'Im
3 . Most importantly, the Director and 
I had known each other from early 
prep school days.

. The B Committee’s second recom- 
■ niendatibh — and thd most crucial —. 
was-that a. system. be-created-to 
publicize,'without seeming to,’the ac
tivities of the “front” CIA. Since this 

..-recommendation, becam^ nt.ajpr
p ol i cy d i f e c t i v e a n d S t il 1' i s, It is 
important to quote it in full:

By publicizing CIA activities 
••Tbwhercv-eiifeasible,...^ .

■ able' to protect the activities.^ •' 
the submerged agency. It &.

.. important, however, to
' . See CIA, Page 0-4



-<1Coutinued from C-l

‘ emphasize that “publiWmg” 
does not mean only favorable 
publicity. It is even more impor-

. tant to focus blame — whether 
■ : " moral reasons dr operational 

reasons — on CIA for all con
ceivable reasons. Occasionally 
one might disclose some praise-. 
worthy operation, but only occa
sionally. CIA must operate as an 
open agency while seeking secre
cy. Our committee feels that the 
CIA director and his close aides 

7 should maintain regular contacts 
. , with media executives, foreign.

correspondents, even hold, a .
press: conference
appear at a Kiwanis or Rotary 
luncheon — all, of course, in 
moderation.

: "Thus when CIA was organized and
our parallel', agency set up at the 
same time, there began a series of 
contretemps which, experience has

.... proven; have made it possible .for < y 
ILS. intelligence to function success- 1 
fully. In short, CIA took certain ap
proved risks (approved, that is, by

... our Director in consultation with, the ....
‘ S ; president) iii furtherance of Ameri- : 

can national interests. These risks
- were, deliberately created so as to 

■ ' keep competing foreign agencies 
busy planning counter-operations 
against CIA.

, Our first success brought notewor
thy embarrassment to the CIA. This 

.. affair, which really established SUB?
MAG, saw the president publicly as
sume responsibility for the U-2 
overflights in 1959. Nothing before 
this event had worked so well in the 

■ interests of SUBMAG.
(I had better explain: By “expos

ing” the president, one would 
“embarrass” the CIA because CIA 
would be blamed for involving the 
presidential office and prestige in 
shabby intelligence operations. Of 
course, it is when such distractions 
occur, and soyi-searching national 
debate over ClA ensues, that our 
SUBMAG people can go about their 
business even more efficiently, undis
turbed by the profanum wlgus.)

7 a ; The crises revolving around Cuba .
(referred to as Cuba One —1961; and 

_ Cuba Two — 1962) demonstrated the 
" importance of having a “front” agen

cy teamed with a submerged agency. 
We knew that no revolutionary gov
ernment, possessing modern military 
equipment, can be overturned from 

. within unless there are substantial 
' defections by the military as well as 

a supporting external military or 
para-military force. A “people’s” 

. uprising in a totalitarian country, we 
" ' knew from bur" experience hr East

Germany in 1953 and Hungary in 
1956, is doomed, given a secret police 
apparatus, subversion of the judicial 

. system and an army of occupation.
.. . From 1960 on, American public 

• opinion leaders dehianded action 
against Fidel Castro. It was deter
mined, for reasons now well know, 
to seek Fidel Castro’s overthrow.

? S>UBMAG- was fully aware- thatrthe 
outcry after action was, taken would 
be deafening and unpleasant, but the 
outgoing administration and the 

.; incoming administration both agreed 
'that it was necessary. ' ' .

\ SUBMAG was quite properly 
. ' apprehensive that. the operation

> would fail so we turned it to our 
advantage by arranging that CIA’s 
effort to overthrow Castro be 
publicized. Thus, whatever happened 
at Bay of Pigs — success or failure — 

. .. -wouldbeih our nationalinterest. •
As usual the identity of CIA agents 

was quickly “blown” by the media. 
. Broadcasters competed with each 

other to expose, minutes ahead of 
their competitors,“secrets.” Con
gressmen knew all about the Bay of 
Pigs and toid favored Washington 
newsmen, pledging them to secrecy. 
It was a typical example of how 
American public opinion and Ameri
can^intelligence activities interact  ̂
counter^ .-oductively, except, of 

''-course, for SUBMAG.

The president realized that assum- 
• ing responsibility tor U-2 would mean 

senatorial investigations and terrible 
publicity for CIA. as well as for him
self. However, he saw the value of 
our strategy while at the same time 
accepting our evaluation of its mini
mal effects on the balance of power 
between the. U.S. and the USSR. He 
therefore assumed full responsibility 
for the affair. It will be recalled that 
ths affair was abit of flummery be

. cause overflights an where 'and. 
everywhere over Soviet and Chinese 

* territory never stopped; they go on 
day and night. . . . .



In any case, the aftermath of the 
; ■ of > Pigs "was apresidential- -

commission which, after studying the • 
planning and the results, recom
mended changes to improve CIA. 
However, the president was by now 
fully cognizant of SUBMAG and he 
ignored the recommendations except 
for the retirement of the CIA director.

Cuba Two was an entirely different 
matter. Here we had a confrontation 
with cosmic disaster as a potential 

y;. >.ii;^utcpme,:-a confrontation,:which in-?< 
volved the relationship of statecraft 
to possible mental aberration, irra
tionality. No intelligence agency cast 
look into some person’s head — de
spite the nonsense of “psychohisto- 

' • \ fy” and psychological “profiles” — 
and predict specific behavior in a.

• specific case. ... .
The intelligence operation in this 

. ., crisis was directed exclusively by 
■ “ SUBMAG, although quite properly a ’ 

specific role was assigned to CIA just 
as the Pentagon had its tasks.

.. . During these critical, days,, the 
with bur Director at'

-the Carlyle Hotel suite which we 
. . . .'maintained for SUBMAG. (As. usual, 

' -the president used the fire-exit back
stairs to descent.) The memorandum 
of the discussion between the two

1} makes clear that CIA wiuld work in 
the open as usual while SUBMAG

l- 
:. . v ■

t; ■ , •

would-see to it that the missiles . After 20 years, we have learned —, 
-wouldneverfunction! V: : 1-andAt h we ignore at dur^

SUBMAG had had a taste of. this—1“^ ~ *hat without frequent and 
kind of negotiation following the con- carefully selected leaks about CIA, 
frontation in Vienna between the serious intelligence work could not be

. president and Chairman N.S. Krush
chev in June 1961. He shouted at the 
president that unless the USSR ob
tained a Berlin settlement on Soviet 
terms, there would be war. The presi
dent accepted the challenge, telling 
Khrushchev that the U.S. would not 
leave West. Berlin under any 
circumstances. ,.

Three days after his return to the 
U.S., the president and the Director 
met at the Carlyle. It now became 
apparent to the President why abso
lute secrecy about SUBMAG had to . 

. . be maintained;For the Director had 
brought with him a film for the presi
dent's eyes only of a Politburo meet; 
ing in the heart of the Kremlin — 
with sound track. It was Khrush- 
chev’s report to his colleagues of his 
meeting with the president in Vienna. 
The report and the. discussion which 
followed (the President had a. trans- . 

' lation from the?Russian) riiadd it 
quite clear that Politburo sentiment, 
which Khrushchev did not oppose, 
was to avdid the risk of military con
frontation over Berlin.

In order to avert any possible 
suspicion that the American policy on 
Berlin was based on intimate inside 
knowledge, it was agreed that the 
U.S. should surrender P-----------to 
the USSR. P had been a CIA catch of 
value but the moment had come to 
“release” him, i,e., to uncover him. 
As usual, CIA came out of it, comme- 
ci, comme-ca. It got credit for having 
made such a catch of a high Soviet 
civil servant in the heart of the 
military-industrial complex, but dis
credit for having lost their man and 
for haying been unable to protect 
him^Our movie-making continued 
unimpaired.

conducted by our government. Natu
rally, CIA people are unaware of 
what they might regard as their 
deliberate victimization by a compet
ing government agency but it is as 
much in their interest as it is in the 
national interest. So long as there is a 
CIA under editorial attack, under . 

-congressional investigation*,under: ‘ 
‘threat of exposure,so long will'it be 
possible for serious intelligence work 
to be conducted.

In time perhaps, but it is doubtful, 
the American people will learn, as 
have, the peoples brother democra
cies, that one cannot run. intelligence ; 
along the lines of a community meet- . . 
ing. Hoivever, after years of dbserva- ' 
tion I am. persuaded, as, is the . 
Director and: were air presidents 
since 1942, that our contrapuntal 
intelligence system must continue, 

.with CIA as the seemingly dominant. . 
isolo. "A? vp A A';:'::”:

Sb ends the introduction by the. 
“third man”,.tbe:New York politi- : 
cisn; This introduction is followed by 
appendices and by the report of Prof. 
D’,^ committee. Thad hoped the re
mainder could be published along 
with this introduction, but that was 
vetoed Tor the time being. It may be 
that 'SUBMAG is preparing to “go 
public” as a “front” for a new agen
cy; I don’t know. ''
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MemoraiiBum 1
1

Mr .^dams
anna11

FROM : H.A. Boynton, Jr.

SUBJECT]

DATE: 3/4/75Mr. W.R. Wannall

Mr

Ass
Dep. »
Dep. /

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. _____  
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
F i les & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv. _____  
Ident. ________

Laboratory ____

b7~C

Concerning a news article appearing in the 2/28/75 
edition of the Washington Post newspaper (copy attached) 
entitled "Colby Will Lift CIA Secrecy Pledge to Cooperate 
With Senate Probe," the Director noted "Can we determine what 
the agreement includes^"

Legal Coun. ____  
Te Ie phone R m. __  
Director^e’o.’y__



bl

The FBI, of course, utilizes Form FD-291 ’’Employ
ment Agreement,” which has been executed by all current 
employees and must be signed by all new personnel entering 
on duty, to cover the foregoing situation. The "Employment 
Agreement" (copy attached) covers essentially the same 
points noted in the attached| ~ B While
we do not have an exit secrecy agreement signed by the 
terminating employee, Form FD-193 "Report of Exit and 
Separation" requires (under Paragraph D, Page 2) that the 
exiting employee be cautioned regarding divulging con
fidential information and reminded that such improper action 
may violate Department of Justice regulations as well as 
Federal statutes providing for substantial fines and lengthy 
imprisonment or both.

ACTION: 
Above for information

2



TJ90-74)

spectio
retell.
Laboratory
Plan. & Eval. __

Date

The Washington Post__ 
Washington Star-News _ 
Daily News (New York) 
The New York Times _ 
The Wall Street Journal 
The National Observer _ 
The Los Angeles Times

Legal Coun. _____  
Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y ___

come.
Promising a “muted and 

strained” inquiry and not
re- 
“a

Ident.

Assoc>Dir.
Dep. AD Adm 
Dep 

Asst
AdWm.
Comp. Syst. ____  
Ext. Affairs____  
Files & Com. __  
Gen. Inv.

Colby W ill Lift CIA Secrecy Pledge
______ —— - - I „L

To Cooperate Wjth Senate Probe
By George Lardner Jr.
Washington Post Staff Writer,. .

The head of the Central In
telligence Agency agreed to 
cooperate with Senate investi
gators yesterday by lifting the 
pledge of secrecy that the CIA 
requires of all its employees.

CIA Director William E. 
Colby promised the waiver at 
a closed meeting on Capitol 
Hill yesterday morning with 
Sen. Frank Church (D-Idaho), 
chairman of the newly formed 
Senate Select Committee oni 
Intelligence Operations, and | 
Sen. John G. Tower (R-Tex.), | 
the committee’s ranking Re-1 
publican. i

Church told reporters after
wards he was satisfied that 
Colby plans to provide all the 
information the committee 
needs for its investigation of 
CIA activities, including 
charges that the agency en
gaged in illegal domestic spy
ing on American citizens. 1

The CIA requires everyone ] 
it hires to sign an agreement 
promising not to disclose any 
information they might ob
tain concerning “intelligence 
sources and methods” without 
the agency’s authorization.

Church emphasized that 
Colby agreed to drop the re
quirement only for the 
“purposes of this Senate in
quiry.” However, a similar 
waiver probably will be pro
vided to a new House commit
tee that has also been as- 
agned to investigate the gov
ernment’s intelligence agen
cies.

Later in the day, in a lunch
eon speech at the National 
Press Club, Church voiced 
doubts that the White House 
Inquiry into the CIA’s activ- 
ijes, under a commission

» Vice President!
W, could resolve the 
________ ■>» -- —*—’

allegations that have been 
made against the agency.

“The executive branch can
not, with sufficient credibility, 
investigate itself,” Church de
clared. He said he hoped it 
would wind up its work soon 
“and make its records avail
able, as a starting point, for 
the more comprehensive con
gressional investigations to

televisi/on extravaganza,” 
Church said he intends at thei 

। same time to make public as । 
much information as possible 
during the course of the inves
tigation.

“Our rule of thumb,” the 
senator said, “will be to hold 
public hearings whenever we, 
can and closed hearings when
ever we must.” He indicated 
that the committee would pur
sue allegations of illegal or 
improper activities by the CIA 
and other agencies in public, 
while conducting its examina
tion of “legitimate national] 
security” operations largely in 
executive session.

The committee chairman,

overdue,' pointing out that 
neither the CIA nor the FBI, 
which also will be scrutinized, 
have ever undergone a thor
ough congressional inquiry.

Promising strict precautions 
against news leaks, Church 
said any committee staffer 
who discloses unauthorized in
formation “will be fired on the 
spot.”

In response to’ a question, 
he acknowledged that there 
was no way to control what 
senators on the committee 
might st#, but said they were

ALL aijM™ IS TJlTCLASoIWL * **

FEB 2 8 1975
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FD-291 (Rev. 11-1-73)

EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

As consideration'for employment in the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), United 
States Department of Justice, and as a condition for continued employment, I hereby declare 
that I intend to be governed by and I will comply with the following provisions:

(1) That I am hereby advised and I understand that Federal law such as 
Title 18, United States Code, Sections 793, 794, and 798; Order of the 
President of the United States (Executive Order 11652); and regulations 
issued by the Attorney General of the United States (28 Code of Federal 
Regulations, Sections 16.21 through 16.26) prohibit loss, misuse, or un
authorized disclosure or production of national security information, other 
classified information and other nonclassified information in the files of 
the FBI;

(2) I understand that unauthorized disclosure of information in the files 
of the FBI or information I may acquire as an employee of the FBI could 
result in impairment of national security, place human life in jeopardy, or 
result in the denial of due process to a person or persons who are subjects 
of an FBI investigation, or prevent the FBI from effectively discharging its 
responsibilities. I understand the need for this secrecy agreement; there
fore, as consideration for employment I agree that I will never divulge, 
publish, or reveal either by word or conduct, or by other means disclose to 
any unauthorized recipient without official written authorization by the 
Director of the FBI or his delegate, any information from the investigatory 
files of the FBI or any information relating to material contained in the files, 
or disclose any information or produce any material acquired as a part of the 
performance of my official duties or because of my official status. The burden 
is on me to determine, prior to disclosure, whether information may be disclosed 
and in this regard I agree to request approval of the Director of the FBI in each 
such instance by presenting the full text of my proposed disclosure in writing to 
the Director of the FBI at least thirty (30) days prior to disclosure. I understand 
that this agreement is not intended to apply to information which has been placed 
in the public domain or to prevent me from writing or speaking about the FBI but 
it is intended to prevent disclosure of information where disclosure would be 
contrary to law, regulation or public policy. I agree the Director of the FBI is 
in a better position than I to make that determination;

(3) I agree that all information acquired by me in connection with my official 
duties with the FBI and all official material to which I have access remains 
the property of the United States of America, and I will surrender upon demand 
by the Director of the FBI or his delegate, or upon separation from the FBI, any 
material relating to such information or property in my possession;

(4) That I understand unauthorized disclosure may be a violation of Federal 
law and prosecuted as a criminal offense and in addition to this agreement may 
be enforced by means of an injunction or other civil remedy. >
I accept the above provisions as conditions for my employment and continued employment 

in the FBI. I agree to comply with these provisions both during my employment in the FBI and 
following termination of such employment.

(Signature)

(Type or print name)

Witnessed and accepted in behalf of the Director, FBI, on

--------------------------- , 19------, by------------------- - —_______________________________ _ .
(Signature)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

: W.OAtWegar

: Mr. W.R. Wannall

External Affairs Div
1
1

E: March 10, 1975

Mr W.R. Wannall
W7RW.0. Cregar

subjec£^entral INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
REQUEST FOR BUREAU SPEAKER

(CIA)

Assoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. . - - - - 
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. _  
Gen. Inv._____  
Ident. ________  
Inspection____  
Intell. ________  
Laboratory____  
Legal Coun. __  
Plan. & Eval.__ 
Spec. Inv._____

On 3/7/75........... ...................... |
telephonically inquired if Mr. W.O. Cregar, Section Chief 
CI-2 Section, Intelligence Division, and the Bureau’s 
alternate member on the U.S. Intelligence Board, could 
appear before CIA’q |to speak to approxi
mately 25 career officers of CIA on the afternoon of 4/11/75 
between the hours of 1:30 and 3:00 p.m.

Telephone Rm. __  
Director Sec’y__

bl
b3

The presentation would be confined to a discussion 
of the structure of the Bureau, its jurisdiction in the 
foreign intelligence field and the Bureau’s role on the 
U.S. Intelligence Board. Mr, Cregar has given this presenta
tion many times before I ] of CIA and it has
proven useful in that it provides the opportunity to explain 
the Bureau’s role in the field of foreign intelligence and 
clarifies some misconceptions CIA personnel have regarding 
the Bureau’s jurisdiction. A question-and-answer period will 
follow the presentation. f

ACTION:

so advise

WOC:bcw (4)

If approved. Mr. Cregar will handle the lecture and 
 telephonically.

14 MAR 11 1975

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREb IS UNCLASSIFIED EXGE

AUG 2 0 19757^

DECLASSIFY ON
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Memorandum H. A. Boynton, Jr., to Mr. W. R. Wannall
Re: RELATIONS WITH CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA) C > 0^1

U vy i I a

Between February, 1970, and November, 1972, although 
we did not have a personal Bureau liaison representative 
dealing daily with CIA, we did continue to have considerable 
contact with CIA at various levels concerning operational 
matters and were able to carry out our responsibilities. 
However, it was recognized that, during this period, certain 
problems had arisen which might have been more promptly 
resolved had there been existing a personal direct liaison 
mechanism. With the re-establishment of the Liaison Section 
of the Intelligence Division in November, 1972, we again 
designated a Bureau liaison representative to CIA who has 
been carrying out that responsibility since that time. 
During this period, a very close and cordial relationship 
has developed to the mutual benefit of both agencies. 
In addition to the direct liaison relationship, there has 
been frequent contact at all levels between the two agencies.
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Memorandum

-SUBJECT:

FROM

j

Mr 
Mr
Mr

DeLoach
Gale 
Wick

1 - 
•1 -

1 -
DATE: March 6, 1967

Tdlson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr _r_

Callahan
Conrad 
Felt _

Trotter -
Tele. Ro;
Holmes _
Gandy —

W. 1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Papich
__ 1 - Mr. Wannall

1 - Inspector

In accordance with instructions, attached letter has
(been prepared for Attorney General 

ning captioned matter. 
। furnished is as follows: . --p”.

setting forth all data in our 
Briefly, information being-

Matter first came to our attention in Spring of 1961
in connection with our investigation of violation of Unauthorized 
Publication or Use of Communications Statute on the part of

arrested in Las Vegas, Nevada, by local ^2 
authorities on wire tapping charge. VZire tap involved was on 
telephone of Dan Rowan, member of Rowan and Martin comedy team. 
Rowan at the time reportedly wasl

Through our investigation we determined involvement of

b3
b7C

H

_______________________________ | By letter 5/22/61 we furnished former
Attorney General Kennedy a memorandum containing a rundown on 

~| The originals of the letter and 
memorandum were returned to us for filing purposes. A copy

>4

of 
to

that memorandum is beiijg attached to instant letter being sent 
Attorney General

M
of

On 5/9/62 Kennedy discussed with the Director a number
matters,

CONTINUED - OVER
( Ehclosure.^^-^

; ^15

1367 Jr 
A<

W i

u

3



obtain Cuban intelligence.

ACTION:



ST
Hr. DeLoach

The Attorney General

Mr
Mr

1 - Mr

Gale
Wick 
Sufiivan

Karch 6, 1967

Director
I Inspect©: 

declassified by.,-5rtL
____

Our files contain the following information concerning 
^?the captioned matter, much of which has been furnished by the 

| on a strictly highly
' confidential "need~to-knowp’ basis. In view of this, it ) 
requested that it be handled on a most restrictive basis.HZ

This matter first came to our attention in the Spring 
of 1961 in connection with our investigation of a violation 
of the Unauthorised Publication or Use of Communications Statute
on the part of| 
local authority 
charge. I 
October, 1960,

in Las Vegass Nevada«
who bad been awAfitM hi?

oa a local wire tapping
'Vb2

b7Db3
b7C

investigation it
. was

of Dan Rowan, a member Of the comedy team nf Rowan and Martin.
Rowan at the time reportedly wasl_________________________________

had reportedly placed a wire tap on the telephone

pro or?
The essence of the ab'dVet'was furnished to former

steas asce
8 |i evolved

During the course of_____________ 
at 
urlng interview claimeST

olson  
eLoach _
IcKr____
■ ick____
'asper
'ajiahen .
onrad__

Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy byeaTeTter datW^May 22, 7.961 
which enclosed a memorandum of the same date containing data 
Made available on May 3, 1961. bvl I

Since our files show that Mr. Kennedy returned the original
ale - 
osen

of our letter and its enclosed memorandum dated

IZG^ams&hf^ '

andy TELETYPE UNIT

* GBDUP 
Exclude^ automatic

1961
o

r downgrading ; 
IIHCloi'Jd^blassificzf

and
'bion



Th© Attorney General

to us for filing purposes, a copy of the May 22, 1901. memo
randum is attached hereto for your information. tZP%J

Further with respect to this matter, I was informed of 
the following on a highly confidential basis by former Attorney 
General Kennedy during a conference in my office on May 9, 1962:

i vl Jb

b3
b7C



Also of possible interest is a news article carried in 
the August 16, 1963, issue of th© ’’Chicago Sun Times." This 
article carried the headline, "CIA Sought Giancana’s Help For 
Cuba Spying,” and it was reported therein that CIA agents had 
contacted Giancana in an effort to obtain Cuban intelligence 
after Castro came into power.K

Enclosure

1 - The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure)

3 -



ECRE^

The Attorney General

NOTE

March 6
See cover memorandum Wannall to Sullivan, same caption 

1967, GCM:ams., _

Classified 
herein is so classified by CIA

" inasmuch as information contained

4

ECRET
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Mr. W. R. Wannall

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT .

Memorandum

5010-106

±” since it contains

friend, Phyllis Me Guire.

Enclosures — 3

57MAR201

Class 
Exem

1 
1
1 
1
1

- Liaison Unit
- Legal Counsel
-External Affairs

Classif 
so classified by

2111^
S. Category 2 

Lcation Indefinite

Mr
OXTEz

Mr

1
1

B. Adams

—3/1U/75--------
W. R. Wannall

b7C

data

Assoc. Dir. _____
Dep. AD Adm._
Dep. AD Inv. —

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.________
Comp. Syst.___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv._____ -i
Ident. _____

Laboratory ____  
Plan. & Eval. _  
Spec. Inv. _____

Legal Coun.____  
Telephone Rm. __  
Direct^ $ec’y

Memorandum concerns Time magazine report that CIA 
was involved in assassination plots against several Caribbean 
leaders including Fidel Castro of Cuba concerning which FBI 
had information.

The "Washington Capital News Service" on 3/9/75,., 
stated Time Magazine had been told by "credible sources" ' / / 
that CIA was involved in assassination plots against 
Caribbean leaders Fidel Castro, (Cuba); Rafael Trujillo, 
(Dominican Republic) and Francois Duvalier (Haiti). 
According to Time, CIA reportedly enlisted the hel$ of U. S. 
Mafia figures in several unsuccessful attempts to kill Castro 
both before and shortly after the CIA planned invasion of Cuba 
in 1961. The sources claimed CIA had enlisted the help of 
underworld figures SaiwGiancana and John\Ros®d.lii in efforts to 
kill Castro. The magazine said the FBI Bj.ter learned of these 
attempts while investigating a burglary of comedian Dan Rowan’s 
hotel room in Las Vegas and that the arrested prowlers had been 
assigned by CIA as a favor to Giancana, who sought information 
to break up a budding romance between Rowan and Giancana’s girl

b2

u

o o

VHNrjmr 
(6) 0N CONTINUED

N ENVELOPE

gtiia a. }

22 MAR

OVER

„.b3





»

Memorandum F. S. Putman to Mr. W. R Wannall
b3 Re:

On 5/9/62, Kennedy discussed a number of matters
with the Director, includingf

b3
b7C

With reference to Trujillo, Time magazine
reportedly stated its sources claimed CIA backed the 
successful drive to overthrow Trujillo, whose 31 years as 
dictator of the Dominican Republic ended with his shooting 
death in May, 1961. The sources said CIA thought Trujillo 
was getting too friendly with the Communists and that 
several sources insist that some of the guns used in the killing 
were smuggled into the Caribbean island by CIA operatives.

With reference to Duvalier, Time magazine stated
that CIA collaborated with the Haitian leaders of a group 
of at least 200 rebels who tried unsuccessfully to overthrow 
Duvalier in 1963. The group of rebels reportedly was 
stopped at the Dominican border when they tried to invade 
Haiti.

ACTION:

For information
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Memorandum

FROM

: Mr. W. R. Wannall

1 -

DATE:

^CiASSIFIED;
EjpIpT WHERE SHOWS 
OTHERWISE .

1
1

INSIDE THE COMPANY—CIA DIARY”
SUBJECT: (EQQK REVIEW) 

RESEARCH MATTER

bl

*

&

a
w
cO

A

Mr. J. J. McDermott
Mr. W. R.

1/21/75
Mr, H. A. 
'Mi’UW. A.

1 - Mr. W. O,

Wannall

Boynton
Braniga: 
Cregar ’

1 - Mr. F. S. Putman
1 - Mr. A. B. Fulton
1 - Mr. T. J. Deakin

Assoc. Dir.
Dpp. AD Aim.
Dep>ADjkZ^C

Asst.
Admin.
Comp. Sy<t?* 
Ext. AffoiA^fe.

F i les & Com. _

Ident. _____  
Inspection ____
Intell. _____  
Laboratory _
Plan. & Eval; ! 
Spec. Inv. . -
Training ” 

Legal Coun. 
Telephone Rm. ___ 
Director Sec’y, • t

The purpose of this memorandum is to review the book ’’Inside the 
Company--CIA Diary” by author Philip Burnett Franklin Agee. .

" SYNOPSIS:

CW
Captioned boblFTs a devastating attack on

The book was recently published in England for distribution in the 5
United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada J

1165)6^ b^^n
In view of the numerous accurate but slanted revelations made Jay 

Agee concerning CIA, it is bound to have numerous repercussions around! 
the world. *

s5 Agee makes brief mention of the FBI activities of SIS in Latin 
America during and immediately after World War n.

ACTION: None. For information.
JJHU. / DETAILS - OVER

1 - 62-46855 (Book Review File) r /



Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: ’’Inside the Company—CIA. Diary" 

(Book Review)

SEW

mt
The FBI

Agee on several occasions briefly mentions SIS operations in Latin
America during World War II and shortly thereafter J

bl 
b3

Agee also briefly mentions Legal Attache offices in Latin America but
with the exception of our office in Mexico City makes no stateme nt concerning 
them ©upside from informing that these offices look out for FBI interests in 
Latin America.

b2
b3

- 3 - CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: ’’Inside the Company—CIA Diary” 

(Book Review)

Conclusions of Book

Agee continuously asserts that he is now convinced that the primary 
purpose behind CIA operations in countries such as those in which he served 
is to back and support the monopolistic capitalists who rule, regardless of 
the effect it has on the populace. He, therefore, urges the abolition of CIA. 
He further urges socialist forms of government in'mid- and undeveloped 
countries of the world which will concern themselves primarily with the welfare 
of the masses rather than the welfare of the select few who reign.

- 4 -
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UNITED STATES G^JRNMENT

Memorandum
: Mr. W. R. Wannallyrvfb t

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

DATE:

SUBJECT z

: H. A. Boynton, Jr.

J. B.
J. J.
W. R.

2/5/75

1 - Mr. A.
- Mr. W.
- Mr. H.

1 1 - Mr. R.

B.
A.
A.
A.

Adams 
McDermott 
Wannall

Fulton 
Branigan 
Boynton, Jr

Assoc. Dir. ____ *'
Dep. AD,Adm.
Dep. ,AD, filv.fcc. 

Asst.
Aditi _______  
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv.______ 
(dent.________ _
Inspection ,

, Intel

Bermingham Pion. & Evol. _

_______ M.ln------
XS WLASSIFIUI^I Coun, —2 

.............. I* SPHERE SHOWN Telephone Rm. J. 
iilSE Director.Sec'y

This is in response to' the Director's question noted on . 
Fulton to Wannall memorandum, dated 1/21/75, entitled, -“^inside the( 
Company—CIA Diary," (Book Review), Research Matter."

1

bl
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:
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ERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. R. Wanna

Mr, A, B. Fulton

1 - Mr, W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr, W. A, Branigan 

(Mr, A, E. Smith)
DATE: 3/11/75

1 - Mr. W. O, Cregar

ASSOCV Mir. -------------

De

Admin. _______  
Comp. Syst. ___  
Ext. Affa irs ___  
F iles & Com.
Gen. Inv.
Ident. jf__

'CENTRAL .INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

Recommends representatives of Intelligence 
Division appear before captioned course 3/27/75,.

X=______________________ "____________________________________________________________________

i_aboratory ____  
Plan. & Eval. _  
Spec. Inv. _____  
Training

Legal Coun. ____  
Telephone Rm. __
■Djjjg^or^Secj^^—_

bhas advised that his office is £0 
sponsoring a| [Course for career CIA personnel
from 3/20/75 to 4/4/75. There will be 30 members in the . 
class, f I

requested a three-hour presentation by the Bureau in a panel 
sitting to present an overall picture of the Bureau’s CI 
operations and responsibilities. He specifically requested 
that this presentation include FBI/CIA operational cooperation^^) 
and liaison.! .

and FBI CI training
program.

has-been the liaison contact for our CI 
training ktaff for the past two years and has been most 
cooperative in scheduling CIA speakers for our various CI 
training schools. He has twice been commended for his 
performance in this area bv letters from the Director, FBI 

SJ to Director, CIA.| '
is directly responsible for captioned scho"o\ 

REC 68 -7^0
In view of CIA’s outstandini

in the past with respe 
that his request shoul

burr CI training
ion with us 
it is felt

mored. The three-hour presenta-
Finn is grh^Hnlprl fnr Q«nn am tn 12?nn nnnn.__3/27/75.__at the

________ ________________Section Chief William 
has had extensive experience in CIA liaison

0, Cregar, CI-2, 
and has a current

EWL:jvl \
(6) ’

51MZR2 6'975

CONTINUED

DATE:.

DECLASSIFY G^:25X3.3< iJBSLQ**!

SB MAR 19 19



Memorandum to Mr. W, R. Wanna 11 
Re: Central Intel!igenne Amnr.v

knowledge of ________________________________ Unit Chief___________
New York Unit, CI-1, has had extensive field and 

Headquarters experience and has current operational knowledge 
in the Soviet field. Unit Chief| ~| Training
Unit, IS-3, has also had extensive CI experience in the field 
and at Headquarters, and is also in a position to discuss 
our CI training.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Special Agents CregarJ 
designated to appear before captioned school 3/27/75.

be



1

r

Dep. AD Adm. _  
Dep. AD Inv. __

CLASSIFIED nv UQivu
DECLASSIFY ON: 23X3.3(

Honorable William 3. Colby

March 12, 1975

BY LIAISON

1 - Mr. Wannall (Attn:
1 - Mr. White
1 
1 

‘Ablbl
Dear Bill: t-\C3‘b

t--------------------------------------------------- hFor^Wast five years/ ....... ...........~|]
|ln your<Agehcy "Kas" 

served in a technical liaison capacity primarily with the

Central lntel.lljienm_u^^^
Washington, D.C. 20505

ALLI^^A

b7C

bl 
b3

Moratory.

your Agency'

My Laboratory associates have advised me 
Jhas been reassigned to another position

__________ X want to take this opportunity to thank you tor
1 services. He was an efficient and effective 

representative of the CIA and participated in many delicate 
and sensitive conferences and in approved projects of mutual 
interest. Se has contributed greatly toward the excellent 
working relationship between our agencies in the technical 
area. His enthusiasm, competence, interest and dedication 
to the United States intelligence effort are appreciated, 
and we in the FBI wish him continued success in his career.

Your cooperation in matters of mutual interest in 
the foreign intelligence field is most gratifying, and I 
sincerely hope our continued cooperative spirit will be of _ 
material benefit to the United States intelligence effort. J

- . (8)
, $ NOTE:

Comp. Syst___ _ nical
Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. 

» MAR 18 197

Clarence M. Delley
_____________________ Director
________ ______________  | h been assigned to a tech- 
son position dealing with The Laboratory Division and

Ext. Affairs ___  
Files 8» Com. __ 
Gen. Inv. ____  
1dent. _______ x

other Bureau personnel for the cast five years.__ He has recently 
been reassigned to_______________________________________  
has been honest, sincere, dependable and responsive I

Plan. & Eval
Spec. Inv. __

)| Over the past five years, I
f Spent a large amount of his personal time on behalf off the Bureau

bl
P b3

Legal Coun.

MAIL ROOM GPO 954-546



^bn. William E. Colby

Note: (cont'd) '-----

for which he received n<> oomnensation. - The Laboratory Division
<0 is very appreciative of] [efforts and feels a lett

to the CIA would show ouf appreciation- and help in our future 
relationship on the working level with the CIA Audio Operations 
Branch.
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Memorandum
Mr. W. R. WannalltP^H^

H, A. Boynton, Jr

1 - Mr. Adams
1 - Mr. Mintz .
1 - Mr. Wannall

DATE: 3/20/75

1 - Mr. Boynton 
1 -

RELATIONS WITH CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA)

Classified tl

Assoc. Dir.
Dap-Afi^

Adm/n.-------------  
cj/p. Syst--------

Ext. Affairs ___  
F iles & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv. _____

Laboratory ____  
Plan. & Eval. _  
Spec. Inv. _____  
Training

Legal Coun.   
Telephone Rm. __  
Directc- __

zb3

Memorandum 3/17/75 from Mr. Boynton to Mr. Wannall 
furnished a summary of Bureau’s relations with CIA, high
lighting some of the problems which the Bureau considered 
potential threats to its jurisdiction. It was noted that the 
memorandum did not attempt^o identify any situations wherein

Mr. Callahan requested that some examples of such activities 
be supplied.

bl

Memorandum from former SA Sam J. Papich to the 
Director dated 3/5/70 (copy attached) noted that Papich could 
not recall CIA’s having ever written a protest letter to the 
Bureau; however, it was Papich*s belief that there were situations 
wherein CIA might have had reason to complain about the Bureau’s 
activities. Papich attached a 25-page list summarizing 38 
such situations. Attached is a brief summary of the 38 items 
reTerred~’to"by Papich. Also attached is a copy of a memorandum 
dated 3/9/70 from Mr. W. C. Sullivan to-Mr. DeLoach which ad
vised that an analysis had been made of the 38 items cited by 
Papich and it had been concluded that the analysis did not show 
any real reason why CIA would raise any issue in connection with 
37 of the 38 items.

w

►4 
U 
14

C/3 bl

REC 8 u CONTINEnclosures

LFS: tdp/jlb^
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Classify :d oy 3764
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SECRET

Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall
Re: Relations with Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

bl 
b3

ACTION:

- 3 -





1 - Mr. DeLoach 
63^)- Mr. Sullivan •

1 - Mr. J.A. Sizoo
1 -Mr. D.E. Moore

March 11, 1970

BY COURIER SERVICE

_ Honorable Richard Helms 
Director
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D, C,

1 - Mr, D. J. Brennan

Dear Mr. Helms:

- As I am sure you will agree, the need for close
coordination of Li*tellxg«uce-gawering ano counter* 
intelligence efforts of the FBI and the Central Intelligence

"Agency 1CIA) is self ••'evident. This matter 'is one which 
requires a continuing analysis to assure that both agencies 
have established working agreements whereby we can most 
effectively realise positive results with a minimum of 
duplication, misplaced effort, and jurisdictional problems.

During January, 1966, representatives of this 
Bureau met with officials of the CIA to consider coordina
tion of our mutual efforts in the collection of positive 
intelligence in the United States. As a result of these 
conferences, a set of ground rules was drawn up and agreed 
to by both agencies. A copy of this agreement was transmitted 
in ray letter of February 7, 1966, to then CIA Director 
Vice Admiral William F. Reborn, Jr. A copy of the agreement 
is enclosed for your inforr.ation. This agreement has proven 
generally effective and no major problems have been 
encountered since its adoption in the areas it covers.

Th© FBI has primary responsibility with regard to 
matters involving the Internal security of the United States 
as well as for conducting counterintelligence operations in

WCS :rcea T, , Group 1
(7) Excluded from automatic sea note>

downgrading and 
declassi float! on_______



Honorable Richard Helms * .

. r • * -

this country. While this Bureau does not have any statutory 
responsibilities with regard to the collection of foreign__  
intelligence, I have always recognized that 'the potent!a1 
for the development of such intelligence in this country is 
considerable. The FBI has, in fact, made’a^cbncertecT'efforC" 
Xd^obTarn~p3SItive intelligence of value to other U. S. 
Intelligence agencies, including the CIA. and policy-making 
officials of the Government. I[

- A ------ ' - — - , . ■ r - , . . -
I know that you will share my belief that this 

matter requires a periodic reexamination to assure that the 
national security interests continue to be served in the 
most effective and complete manner possible. After reviewing 
this matter, including the attached 1966 agreement, I would 
welcome any observations you may desire to make.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure

NOTE:
See memo W. C. Sullivan to DeLoach 3/11/70 

re ’’Relationships with CIA,” prepared by WCS:mea.

Classified ’’Secret” since disclosure would 
seriously damage the internal security interests.



SECRET
J\ 1 - Mr. DeLoach

1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Sizoo

Bareli 31, 1970

' " BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable Richard Eelms
Director •
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Helms: - '

I have carefully reviewed your letter of March 20 setting 
out your observations with respect to various matters of mutual interest. ■ 
I certainly appreciate your kind comments concerning me and I share 
your convictions as to the need for close coordination of our intelligence

. ’ • - ■ ' --Your letter huggestod nine parUcularjareas which might be .
the subject of further discussions aimed at improving too coordination of 
our operations. A number of these topics are highly sensitive and complex 
and I will therefore make no effort here to set forth my views in detail. 
However, in response to your letter and as a prelude to any direct uiscus- 
sions on Wiese matters, certain observations on my part may be appropriate.

With regard to electronic surveillance and mail coverage, 
there is no question as to toe frequent value of such operations in develop
ing needed intelligence. Cn toe other hand, the use of these measures in 
domestic investigations poses a number of problems which may not be 
encountered in similar operations abroad. There is widespread concern 
by the American public regarding the possible misuse of this type coverage. 
Moreover’, various legal considerations must be borne in mind, including 
the impact such coverage may have on our numerous prosecutive responsi
bilities. The PEL'S effectiveness has always depended in large measure on 
our capacity to retain the full confidence of the- American people. The use . 
of any investigative measures which infringe on traditional rights of privacy 
must therefore be scrutinized most carefully. Within tills framework, however 
I would be willing to consider any proposals your Agency may make.

SECRET . .
.WQS:mea (5) ‘ n.-^GrcAp 1-\.■ V.-, see note,, page 3 ■. .. ,
i- 1?i< z, ........ »-''Excluded from automatic ' '

. ■ downgrading and . ’
declassification



Honorable Richard Helms

b3

With respect to the inclusion of positive intelligence courses 
. tot our training curricula, I am sure you will recognize that our training 
programs must be designed primarily to fulfill our own widespread and 
demanding responsibilities. While I appreciate your offer, I do not 
feel it would be feasible at this time to include the proposed courses 
in cur training schedules. I would certainly have no objection to the 

. holding of seminars between specialists of cur two agencies in selective 
' areas of interest when justified by specific circumstances. ■

Concerning the coorrW^atinn nf pfj~CTA activities to the ■■ • 
elicitation of live sources, both in the communist bloc field and with regard 
to key,igmbl<^.cstobl^ I whnofcrwre .
Ths IB 66 agreement between our agencies was concerned directly with thia 
question and I have ho changes to suggest in the ground rules at this time. 
However, in the event your Agency has some specific proposals to make, 
I would welcome hearing further from you in thia connection.

b3



Honorable Richard Helms

Similarly, I am not aware of any major problems which exist 
at this time in connection with the coordination of our field liaison 
operations. It has been my long-standing policy that serious questions 
affecting the coordination of our activities with other Government 
agencies should be handled and cent rolled at a headquarters level in 
order to avoid administrative confusion and misunderstanding,

■ In line vzith my letter of March II and the observations 
contained in your letter of March 20, I will to the immediate future 
designate appropriate officials of the bureau to meet with your representatives 
for detailed discussions of these matters. It is my earnest hope that such 
conferences will lead to a sharpened understanding of the responsibilities 
and objectives of our respective agencies and will serve to promote more

Vfi S'f»nnPi's*S*’">rtT» in rwe* mini <•••*<. «oLc.*.2.1 totOllhtCnOC
needs. .. . ; ’ ..

• Sincerely yours, - •

NOTE: ■ ' . ' \ .

See memo Sullivan to DeLoach 3/30/70 captioned ’’Relations 
With CIA” prepared by WCSimea.



'The Director March 5, 1970

Sam Taplch

RELATIONS WITH CIA

Rofarenoo is made to ay letter of 3/2/70. I made the 
statement, ’’IWortraxatoly, CIA also believes tb^t in th© past 
v?c: did nob always ret in a Avjethri^Ux aprz-or s and the A^oney 
undoiAbterUy could present a Xfet of ^'icvancesA5 It is mv 
unccrstafeiny that you? ^ant zfe griovancos icfeatiiied. There 
is enaloaod korowlth a 'list of eases or situations ^hich arose 
over the yoars.

Based upon a wvlov1 of files and By personal recollection 
this list would Jr? ^'o-preseatst-iva of t otters feich CIA could use 
for mbiny &uvh ae: not bclwa fefehfefej not playing
fairly and oqoavujro not ccoyuoatife.. afe bain-; of assistance, 
rat rpcoyofefe:’ th.: 'oeu for c jnarctG ffe ceaatfefetions io the 
foi^igV^u-toTiir^ feat til yj feva eozyzA^F cv?r the
fears is . Boat aStoo.lions sou .\ouon to CIA and have not
ccse to cur fefefefew cannct ho ancu’ored at this time. X sa 
thinking of leaks iaolfeiny distorted information vUich zay have 
been passed to CIA ryoa ex-Aurc&ix oi^loyeos aaci CIA InfurKants 
and sources.

■ It should Ac clearly OKphnsised that there is no 
indication «rhatDOcv«i* within CIA that the Asoroy has been seeking 
any kind of a shovalovn or coalroBtaticn vlth the FBI. Contrary 
to '«hat 5009 people nay believe, the x’elatioiishin between th© 
two agencies v.p to th® recexxt crisis was never fetter despite 
the problems which have arisen from tire to time. X aa confident 
that a thorough and impartial examination will conclusively 
support the foregoing.

In order that there may not be any mimmderstauding, it 
is important to emphasise that the Bureau can also produce an 
extensive list of Justified grievances. We can also produce an 
excellent record of support which we have given CIA; presumably 
CIA could do the same. There are ingredients for continuing 
conflict and there is also adequate machinery for maintaining 
sound working relations and producing badly needed intelligence 
information.

Enclosure GOm'Af^ COimNlJlED ~ OVER

SJP:chs/viak ,
1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sullivan / / >

JSr, Papich



Memorandum to th© Director 
RE: RELATIONS lUTH CIA

I believe that it would be most helpful to you and 
interested Bureau officials when evaluating and passing judgment 

on, the attached material if we analyzed very briefly the role 
of th© Bureau liaison Agent. A liaison Agent can be a simple 
mail courier or he can bs the true Bureau Agent ready to confront 
any problem or i«sue with anotherc^ency, very.often working tilth 
very limited information. It is expected that the Bureau Agent 
carry out his instructions forcefully and efficiently. He must 
be prepared to handle all types of personalities under various 
conditions. Ho must be alert for pitfalls and express himself 
in a most judicious and prudent 'manner but always making certain 
that th® Bureau position is well fortified.

In evaluating the attached' and 137 encounters with CIA, 
it should be noted that protests from th© Bureau always rare 
easy to handle bscause the Agent had J. Ed rar Hoover behind Mm. 
However, when an Agent struck at an offici./©! on cn© day and 
solicited his cooperation the next day, it did require some 
resourceful action. It is believed that other liaison.Agents . . 

r= n■ ?- S'-’•“ ?>-? fttn?.■?rvr»c . nwnorfii?!? (V’flRRiona
I h^'o bitterly xyucxd ^iib CIA officials nnd tills has included

I .hr-yoj^lk^^ eat on CIA efficiaXs when I felt 
they w??® urxcaaoua&XGa Choy took'th® inltlWive by swfckag the----- 
AgetU to retux'u. I did try to play fairly sad squarely with nil 
of them and never hesitated to accept a confrontation; this included 
the Director of the . Nhoa 1 lectured to CIA personnel 
over the years I always «?:da a point to challenge thesi to present 
any grievances or raise any subject natter relating to the 
Bureau. I never left a discussion with any CIA official without 
being positive that cur position was absolutely undoestoed. 
The approaches utilized by me niaht be open to criticism. I. 
can only refer to the records of the Bureau and CIA and I believe 
the Bureau’s position is most favorable. I don’t think CIA has 
ever transmitted a letter of protest to the Bureau during the 
eighteen years during which the Agent handled the assignment. ’ .

ACTION:

Por information.

• 2 -



I'Sr, De Loach

Wo C. Sullivan

March 9, 1970

BSLATWNSEXPS WITH CIA

to Co Do 
time tbs 
analysis

Reference is mde to the memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
DoLc-noh dated 3/5/70, captioned as above. At that 
Director was advised this Division would make an 
of each situation cited in the msmoyandum of

Special Agent Sam J. Pc pick relative to grievances which CIA 
might hold in connection with relations with the FEI.

Enclosed will be found an analysis of 38 items 
(2 &tq contained in oaa raemor^ndura, xaauing a total of 37 
memoranda), la subst’isco our analysis doos not show any 
real reason vhy CIA would mice any l^rrnc in connection with 

a.?. ~ . .... rr™., M-s .a

Ci^SOiS VfOUXCl Ji.O —i-SiXy <X.i. ^.-v D.'-::',C,'X‘'s XU O?xO UiCwOXa .G'U UaA
the 37th item it .io rcc's-^cndvd th :.t a carefully worded
letter to C>:a ouvXxwvj'c policy the f elements’ of ’ ’
intelligence and ccu.H;Xr’int©llf^ affectin;; the
Dili tod States bo son^ to that’ Apoaoy e fhe purpose of this is 
to protect th© Bureau hy giving CIA a ehniice to 123k® any 
co.-:w;onts, if it has in ro^ard to the current utilization 
of sources and facilities affecting both CIA and the Bureau. 
If CXA replies that it is satisfied with the current intelli
gence conditions in this area, w® will put this particular 
matter to rest and we will have their letter in the file.

This Division will take any and all steps to comply 
with the Director’s wishes in this matter and in any other 
concerning which this Division is involved.

RECC^^DATOT: •
~ Tor the information of the Director.

Enclosure
WCS-.chs (6)
1 - Mr. DeLoach

Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. J.A.Sizoo
1 - Mr. D.E.Moore
1 - Mr. D.J.Brennan

AU. HJTOWATlOiir CONTAM®
HERBIM T& UMQT.ASRnTTOn / t I
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A
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Adams 
Mintz 
Hotis

Assoc. Dir. — 
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Dep.

Asst. Dtr.:

TO = Mr. W. R. WannallC^ DATE: 4/14/75

FROM regar
1 -Mr. W. R. Wanna11
1 -
1 - Mr. W 0. Cregar

SUBJECT: SEN STUDY 75

Comp. Syst. -___  
Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv._ ___  
Ident._____ - ’ 
Inspection
Intell. -
Laboratory____  
Pion. & Eval._  
Spec. Inv. _____

'-uKED » i ■V
^Telepnone Rm. __  
Director Sec*y__

This memorandum reports the results of an Executive;
Committee Meeting of the Ad Hoc Coordinating Group on Congressional
Review for the Intelligence Community on 4/11/75. ! N

r,

Enclosures
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